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Post-occupancy Evaluation of the Linn-Benton Housing Authority Lobby and
Reception Office
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This is a post-occupancy evaluation (POE) of a remodel design for the

reception area of a public agency. It is based on behavior mapping and an
ethnographic description of interactions, activities, behaviors, and users'

characterizations of the study area. The research was guided by methods and
theoretical concepts from environment and behavior studies and anthropology.

The Housing Authority
This research was concerned with the behaviors of the users of the waiting
room and reception areas of a specific housing authority in Oregon, the Linn-Benton

Housing Authority, and the physical design of these areas. The users included certain
employees of the housing authority and members of the public who visited the office
to engage in business transactions (Fig. 1).
The Lrnn-Benton Housing Authority was a public agency that provided

housing assistance for low-income and other vulnerable populations in Linn and

Benton Counties in Oregon. These services included the federal Section 8 rental
assistance program; management of multi-family units for vulnerable populations
such as elderly, handicapped, and teen parents; and a family self-sufficiency program
in which those enrolled in the program gained skills and accumulated capital to
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Figure 1. Kinds of people who use the LBHA lobby and reception areas. Arrows
indicate movement of staff and public between different areas of the
building. Dashed lines show routes less frequently used; heavy arrows
indicate the direction and location of the majority of interactions.

successftilly leave assistance programs. Funding for these services was based on
Housing and Urban Development (J{UD) grants from the federal government and
required compliance with federal regulations.

The housing authority also acted as a liaison between renters and property

owners. The waiting and reception areas of the agency office served as the primary
location for interactions between agency staff and renters and staff and property
owners.

The Linn-Benton Housing Authority was the sole tenant of this office building

constructed in 1988. Several issues concerning the original design of the office and a
subsequent remodel were the incentive for a second remodel of this part of the office

building. Problems with the space included the need for periodic maintenance, the
lack of facility compliance with the federal guidelines specified in the 1990
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Americans with Disabilities Act, and the increasing number of interactions between

staff and clients. The author was contracted by the housing authority in 2002 to
develop a remodel design to address these issues.

The design process included a programming study of the reception areas of the
building in order to establish goals to be addressed by the design. Two potential
design solutions were presented to the staff of the housing authority and comments

were solicited. One solution received greater support than the other and became the
basis for the remodel design implemented by the Linn-Benton Housing Authority.

A post-occupancy evaluation (POE) was used to study this space and the users
of this space in order to understand how well the remodel design met the needs of the
users and fulfilled the requirements specified by the programming goals. The

evaluation was based on ethnographic observations and interviews and on behavior
maps. Observed behaviors in the LBHA lobby and reception office and the cultural
knowledge of the users contributed to a greater understanding of how the remodeled
office performed as a workplace for the agency staff and public users of this space.
This

information was provided to the housing authority with the assumption that this

kind of information may encourage more user participation in future designs and may

be helpful in making adjustments to the design by empowering the users in order to
improve the dynamics of the environment and behavior relationship.

Post-occupancy Evaluation
A post-occupancy evaluation is the systematic study of an occupied building to
discover the difference between the criteria specified by the design program and the
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Figure 2. Negative and positive relationships between components of a postoccupancy evaluation.

actual performance of that same building (Fig. 2). A positive evaluation is indicated
by performance that meets or exceeds the program criteria. Negative evaluations
result where the building performance does not meet the program criteria. A POE can
use methods such as surveys, various statistical tests, and observations of people's
behavior in the study location to discover how the design affects the user's needs.
Post-occupancy evaluation is a means of troubleshooting and providing
feedback to solve problems related to building use; these evaluations can also be

applied to future decisions for further remodeling or new construction. Longer term
benefits of this type of evaluation include contributions to the standards and criteria
for future building evaluations and more straight-forward future programming and
design processes.

This research was concerned with the relationship between the remodeled

office space and the office staff and public users of this space. Opinions and
behaviors of these people were gathered and analyzed to understand how they
responded to and used the environment.

Ethnography
Anthropologists use ethnography to describe the culture of a particular group.
Ethnography is holistic because it examines the larger context in which the research

question is positioned. Varying degrees of participant observation and interviews are
the most common ways in which anthropologists study the culture of a group.
Cultural constructs are identified by patterns of behavior unique to a particular group;
these also provide a way to collect and bring order to data about the group.
Culture is learned from and shared with others and thus is relative to a
particular group; culture has symbolic meanings arbitrarily created by its members
and it is adaptive

it changes in relation to the environment. Within a cultural group

there are individual differences; and individuals have agency to decide what aspects of
cultural knowledge to accept and use.

The cognitive defmition of culture is based on the language, actions,

knowledge, ideas, beliefs, and values of members of a social group. This definition
was useful in determining the focus for both collecting and evaluating the data.
Patterns of behavior and categories of information gleaned from actions and
comments resulted in ethnographic descriptions of cultural constructs used to mediate

users' actions and behaviors within the office setting.

The researcher was also the designer of the remodel plan, suggesting one
possibility for bias in the research. The researcher made every effort to be aware of
her personal bias towards this study environment in order to reduce bias and to
increase objectivity. Spradley and McCurdy (1972, p.1 3) defined objectivity as
stating "the characteristics of objects and events as they exist and not to interpret,

evaluate, and prejudge them." These authors described selective observation,
selective interpretation, and cultural background and personal experience as the ways
in which objectivity was compromised when the "actual events" were transformed
into the "fact" upon which the analysis was based (ibid.).

In addition to awareness of personal biases, the researcher relied upon

cognitive theory to consciously select and interpret the data. Ethnographic semantics
were used to understand how the remodeled space served as the setting for behaviors

and activities of those who used the space. Spradley and McCurdy (1972, p.18)
defmed ethnographic semantics in the following statement: "The ethnographer seeks
to describe a culture using those criteria that his informants employ as they observe,
interpret, and describe their own experiences during the course of life."

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this research was to evaluate user responses to the remodeled
housing authority office as a means of understanding behavioral changes resulting

from the remodel design. Specific research questions were based on programming
goals determined in pre-design research. Table 1 presents the research questions, the

programming goals on which they were based, and the user groups affected by the

goal. These questions formed the nucleus of the post-occupancy evaluation.
Table 1.

Relationship between programming goals, research questions, and users.

Programming goal

Research question

User group

Improve privacy of
public! staff
communications and
protect sensitive client
information,

Does the LBFIA staff
perceive that personal and
confidential information
discussed at the counter is
more secure and private?

Both staff and public
users

Improve queuing
behaviors supported by
the physical environment,

Has the public behavior at
the reception counter
changed to more orderly
queuing behavior?

Public visitors are
primary users; staff are
secondary users.

Provide improved public
access to forms, a work
surface for filling in
forms, and a drop box for
completed forms to
encourage fewer contacts
with the reception staff.

Has the time required for
clientlstaff interactions been
reduced in the remodeled
space?
Do visitors show more
independent use of
resources?

Both staff and public
users

Provide physical work
space for the reception
staff to perform attention
focused tasks.

Does the remodeled space
allow reception staff more
uninterrupted time to
perform attention focused
tasks?

Clerical technicians

Provide physical work
space for reception staff
to complete space
intensive tasks.

Does the reception staff have
more usable space to sort
mail, file applications,
prepare mailings, and other
space intensive tasks?

Clerical technicians

Employees of the housing authority were the users studied in depth in this

research. Four clerical technicians who served as receptionists on a rotating basis and
several other staff members who frequently used this area were included. Interviews,

observations, and behavior mapping were the primary methods for studying staff

behaviors and organizational culture. Staff comments on public behaviors were also
considered in this study.

The scope of this study did not include formal interviews with public users;
however, observations and temporal-spatial mapping of public behaviors were used to
evaluate the relationship between these users and the physical facilities as provided in

the design. An earlier project by the author gathered informal statements from people
visiting the office about carrying out their business within the remodeled space.

Theoretical Framework
This research is based on cognitive theoretical perspectives from anthropology
and environment and behavior research. A dynamic link between environment and
human behaviors, language, and activities are expressions of how humans make sense
of the environment and are based on constructed social realities that can be
manipulated and symbolized to instruct people to behave in an acceptable manner.
Cognitive theory includes consideration of beliefs, categorization, and symbolic

meaning as well as constructs of similarity and contrast. All of these are used to
evaluate and order the environment and to function within the environmental context.

Background
Description of the Public Housing Authority
The office of a local public housing authority, Lrnn-Benton Housing Authority
(LBHA), recently remodeled the waiting area and the receptionist counters and desks.

This project was undertaken to address several problems with the original design of

this part of the housing authority office. Initially four major priorities were
established by LBHA. The author was contracted to create a remodel plan for this

part of the office. Programming research was conducted prior to the remodel design
and several additional concerns were identified. The original needs of the remodeling
project were expanded to include all of the following program goals, presented in no
particular order:

make the reception counter meet federal guidelines for accessibility
according to the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
improve security for employees
improve privacy of client-receptionist communications and protect
sensitive client information
improve queuing behaviors supported by the physical environment
reduce transmission of noise, odors, and disease vectors between public
and office areas
provide physical work space for the reception staff to perform attention
focused tasks
provide physical work space for reception staff to complete space intensive
tasks
provide safe, centrally located space for shared resources accessible to staff
provide improved public access to forms, a work surface for filling in
forms, and a drop box for completed forms to encourage fewer contacts
with the reception staff
provide an easily accessible private space for brief meetings between staff
and public.
The service nature of this agency required periodic contact between employees

and the public. With few exceptions these interactions took place at the reception
counter, the primary focus of the remodel design. Approximately 2400 clients were
served by the Section 8 program and an unknown number of applicants were waiting

for program openings. The wait time was estimated at two to three years.
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Section 8 program applicants were required to fill out and sign several forms

containing personal, sensitive, and confidential information. This information was
entered into a data base and cross referenced with governmental data bases and other

information sources to determine eligibility for programs. Once an application was
received and data was entered into the system, eligibility was determined by a clerical
technician and an applicant became a client. The client was assigned to a case
manager according to the kind of services received and by the first letter of the client's

last name. The high volume of paper work and the sensitive nature of applicant
information required specific procedures and special care in protecting the privacy

rights of clients and applicants to the program. All applications, whether accepted or
rejected, remained on file in the office and were placed into a set of three-ring binders
for future reference. Information older than three years was placed in archives.

There were many categories of people who used the LBHA office. Section 8
staff included clerical technicians who served as receptionists and case manger
assistants, case managers and a lead case manager, and the Section 8 administrator.
Other staff included building inspection, maintenance, other administrators, and the
agency director.

Public users were clients receiving housing authority assistance and applicants

requesting services. People serving in a supportive role often accompanied clients and
applicants; these support networks consisted of spouses, domestic partners, children,

parents, friends, or advocates. Other users were visitors from other agencies who had
come for meetings, property owners whose units were rented by housing authority
clients, or delivery people such as package delivery or postal carriers.

11

The Physical Space Prior to Remodeling
The LBHA office building was constructed in 1987 and occupied by LBHA in

1988 as the first and only organization to use the premises. During the next 14 years
in this building the client base for housing authority services increased requiring more

office space. An earlier remodel walled off approximately one third of the original
waiting area to create more office space. The intake window was closed and covered
with a bulletin board necessitating all interactions between public and staff take place

at the reception counter (Fig. 3). In the original plan the intake window was used to
help clients fill out application fonns while the receptionist area was used to direct the

public to the appropriate location for assistance, meetings, or appointments (J.
Hackett, summer 2001 - fall 2002).

Members of the public entered by a front door into a small foyer that adjoined
a toilet room; the foyer led into the lobby, an irregularly shaped room characterized by

two short walls placed at 45° to the building axis. Figures 4 and 5 show views of the
lobby and the reception counter. Between these walls was the reception counter. The
continuous 42-inch high counter was a splayed u-shape; the inner surface of the u

was

the public side. This counter height was inappropriate for members of the public who
required wheelchairs for mobility. Reading and signing forms at this height was
difficult and the high counter created a cumbersome space for transactions between
staff and those who were wheelchair bound.

The outer surface of the splayed u formed the boundary for two receptionist

work stations. From the counter surface to the ceiling was an open window between
the waiting area and the receptionist office (Fig. 6). This window allowed visual and
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Figure 3.

Floor plan of study area prior to remodel.

aural contact between the waiting area and the office areas beyond the receptionist

counter. Over the center of the receptionists' work stations a vaulted ceiling provided
light and spaciousness but also permitted noise to travel more freely into other areas of

the office building. Conversely, this open area also permitted worker conversations to
filter into the public waiting area. Concerns were expressed by the office staff that
disease vectors and smells also crossed between the waiting area to the reception
office area.
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Figure 4.

View of lobby prior to remodeling. Note the
seating, TV/VCR, and bulletin boards.

Figure 5.

View of reception counter prior to remodeling.
Note the large open window above the dark
counter.
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Figure 6.

LBHA employee preparing reception area for
remodeling. Receptionist desks, counter, and
shelves are shown.

The design of the original reception counter led to behaviors that compromised
client confidentiality and privacy when several individuals were clustered in this space

at the same time. The wide expanse of this reception desk and the visible presence of
two receptionists provided few or no cues for visitors to wait until they were called

forward to the counter. Because the physical space was large enough for up to three
different clients to be conversing with three different staff members at one time, this
created a situation in which sensitive and confidential information was possibly shared
through conversations and visible paperwork.
Ethnographic observations made in the waiting area indicated that many clients
and applicants came with support networks such as parents, children, spouses, or

advocates. There were often three groups of people together at the counter engaged in

15

simultaneous conversations or examination of their own personal information. This
pattern of behavior was noisy and confusing on both sides of the counter. There was
no physical barrier to stop noise generated at the counter from traveling between the
waiting area and the nearby offices in the building, and there were no physical barriers
to separate one client from another resulting in loss of aural privacy.
The counter served as a place to spread out applications and other client

paperwork. In staff interviews concerns were voiced over the potential for mixing
client's papers when several groups were conducting business at the counter at the
same time. The dark blue laminate surface was also considered to be dark,
unpleasant, and difficult to work on due to the relatively low level of light reflectance
When no public users were at the reception counter the two receptionists were
required to complete attention focused tasks such as entering client and applicant data

into data bases. The design of the reception counter resulted in distracting noise and
confusion from both sides of the counter. As a result other clerical technicians were
required to check that all data were properly entered. The receptionists believed that
providing some barrier to the noise from the waiting area could improve their
concentration and thus reduce the need for additional quality assurance measures.

The Physical Space After Remodeling
The remodel was altered from the original plan to accommodate cost,

availability, or characteristics of the materials used. The old reception counter and
attached desks were removed and replaced with a new dual height counter. The new
configuration of transaction counter and receptionist desks provided a straight side by

side arrangement (Fig. 7). In the office the receptionists' desks were a continuous 30"
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Figure 7.
high surface that wrapped from one 45° angle wall adjoined to the counter to the other
45°

angle wall adjoined to the other end of the counter. The area above the counter

was partitioned into two equal width windows, each with two sliding panels of
tempered glass. One half of the counter was 42" high and the other half was 36" high.
This lowered section provided a comfortable height for business transactions for
clients in wheel chairs while still preserving privacy for the lower level of the
receptionist's desk. This counter was specified to meet ADA requirements.
Four halogen lamps attached to a cable fixture lit the reception counter in the

public waiting room by creating small, white, sparkling points of light (Fig. 8). Two
fluorescent overhead lights illuminated the work surface for both the reception counter
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Figure 8. View of remodeled dual-height counter.

and the staff desks. The new counter is faced with a light colored laminate surface
that increases the effect of lightness created by the halogen and fluorescent fixtures.
In the lobby the walls above and below the reception counter were painted a muted
red; the two adjoining walls on either side of the counter wall were painted a warm

pale orange while all other walls were a warm white. This gave the effect of
identifying the reception counter as the focal point of this room as well as adding
warmth.

In the old waiting room one wall was covered with a large photo mural of a

natural forest scene. The staff had grown tired of this image and covered a large
portion of it with a bulletin board covered with notices and information about
programs operated by the housing authority and other social service agencies (Fig. 4).
The mural and bulletin board were removed and the wall was painted in the

predominant warm white. During a visit to photograph the progress there was some
concern that the wall was too blank but there were also recognized risks in putting

LI

anything on the wall because finger marks of curious children visiting with parents
would mar the finish.

Other changes in the waiting room included removing the notices attached to
the old intake window doors, which had been permanently closed from the back side;
removal of the television and video
cassette player formerly used to entertain

and settle active and noisy children; and
the installation of a new dual height
lobby counter designed to be used for
filling out forms or writing messages to
be delivered to case managers (Fig. 9).
The new plans called for a new TV-VCR

installation that had not been completed
at the time of the POE research.
A remote access entry lock was
installed on one of the doors that led

Figure 9. Dual height counter in the lobby.

from the waiting room to the employee offices; this was operated from the reception

desks. New carpeting was installed in the waiting and receptionist office areas and
new vinyl flooring was installed in the foyer. The chairs in the waiting room were
replaced with chairs that met the criteria of being easily cleaned, compatible with the

new design, and not too comfortable. This was related directly to the programming
goal of cycling people through the business more quickly and with fewer employee
contacts.

19

The lobby counter on the wall opposite the reception counter was designed to

accommodate both sitting and standing people (Fig.9). The counter was lighted and
forms were available self-serve so clients could complete as much paper work as

possible independently from the reception counter. The lower section of the lobby
counter was 30" from the floor and adequate space was available for two seated

individuals or one seated individual and one person in a wheel chair. The taller
section was 42" from the floor and provided comfortable standing space for one
person.

The original design called for bifold tempered glass windows on each counter
section; this plan required less linear counter space due to the ability to provide more

open space with a bifold design. An additional 15" of wall space contiguous to the
windows was to accommodate a drop box so forms could be left without necessitating

waiting for a receptionist to receive the papers. However, expensive hardware and the
perception of fragility of narrow leaves of glass made the bifold design prohibitive.
The alternative design required more wall space for two leaves of sliding glass in each
opening (Fig. 10). Due to these changes in design the drop box was not installed.
The ability to open and close the glass windows was believed to provide a
greater sense of control over noise, smells, and disease transmission in the workplace

and a greater sense of personal security for the employees. The design for the folding
glass windows provided, when both sides were opened, a quadruple thickness of glass
between clients at the counter (Fig 10). This was intended as a means of improving
privacy for client-receptionist communications by creating a physical barrier between

windows and thus offering some protection for sensitive client information. The
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Visitor side of counter
DrOPBO

Bi-fold Windows

Office side of counter

Visitor side of counter
Sliding Windows

Office side of counter
Figure 10.

Transaction counter showing two options for operable windows. The
upper view shows bifold windows and a drop box; the lower view
shows the sliding windows as installed.

sliding panels that were installed could be adjusted to create a greater distance

between clients at the counter but did not provide a physical barrier to control the
auditory passage of sensitive and confidential information.

There was a small conference room with a door leading into the lobby. In the
remodel design a folding wall system was proposed as a means of temporarily

dividing the room to create a private location for more sensitive client-staff

conversations (Fig. 7). The room contained a conference table system consisting of
several smaller tables that could be separated and reconfigured according to meeting
requirements. This system made the addition of a folding wall a good technique to
double the usage of this space. This design element has yet to be installed.
The receptionist office was characterized by a back wall of cabinets with a
natural wood finish and by natural finish horizontal siding on the lower part of this
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wall. The old drawer pedestals and pencil drawers were also natural wood finish and
it was felt that these should be reused if possible to accomplish two things: to
coordinate with the remaining natural wood surfaces, and to reduce waste from

demolition. After demolition it was decided that new drawer pedestals were needed
and the old pedestals as well as the old pencil drawers were not to be reused in this

project. The natural wood fmish on the new drawers blended well with the existing

wood details. The sliding glass
windows also were trimmed with natural
finish wood.

The design program specified an
improved work space for the reception

staff. The new work space was a
continuous surface with work stations at

either end (Fig. 11). The receptionists
could roll their chairs to face the
window when interacting with the

public or roll to the side to do computer

work or other tasks. The prior design

Figure 11. LBHA clerical technicians
working at the remodeled
receptionist desks.

provided only small work areas that quickly filled up with computer, telephone, and
other work and personal items. Job duties that required more space, such as sorting
mail or filing completed forms in three ring binders, were done by constantly shifting
and overlapping stacks of papers and envelopes. The new design provided a wide
expanse that was uninterrupted in height and provided adequate space for these
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activities. The receptionists' ability to sit closer together allowed a closer
collaboration because work papers and objects in the new design were more visible,
reachable, and manageable than in the previous design.
Book shelves above the desks in the old design were removed and the three

ring binders housed on those shelves moved into a new cabinet with doors placed

against the back wall of the receptionists' office. The space that was formerly
bookshelves above the desks was used for bulletin boards, calendars, instruction
sheets, and photographs. This has provided more space for personalization of the
work area, a factor in job satisfaction and motivation.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Environment and behavior research describes the dynamic link between people
and places. Studies of behavior and environment have been approached from a
number of different perspectives. In general, environment and behavior research has

been conducted in both built and natural settings: schools, homes, dormitories,
neighborhoods, work sites such as offices and factories, parks and wilderness. This
research was concerned with behaviors in a built environment, the reception area of an
office building.

Overview of Environment and Behavior Research
The examination of a specific environment and the human activities,

behaviors, preferences, and knowledge associated with this environment has been
approached from many different perspectives in environment and behavior research.
Most of these studies involve the manipulation of some aspect of the environment.

An early environment and behavior study at Western Electric Company's
Hawthorne Works manufacturing plant in Chicago examined the effects of physical
and managerial changes on employees (Jordan, 2003; Zeisel, 1981). Edward T. Hall
was an anthropologist whose cross cultural study of how people relate to space, The
Hidden Language

(1969), has become a seminal work in environment and behavior

studies. Hall (1969, p.1) coined the term proxemics for the study of the "use of space
as a specialized elaboration of culture." Spatial relationships are based on visual,
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tactile, auditory, olfactory, and kinesthetic perceptions as mediated by cultural
knowledge.

In psychology studies of human behavior were often separated from the
environment in which they were originally observed. Midway through the 20th

century psychologists began more studies of human behavior within the environment

in which the behavior typically occurred. The field of environmental psychology
developed from these studies (Ittelson, Proshansky & Rivlin 1970). Becker (1981)
and Sommer (1983) have both written about the importance of understanding the
relationships between buildings and users.

The role of the environment is an implicit factor in ethnographic research; data
collection takes place within the setting where observed human behaviors and

activities naturally occur (Dougherty & Keller, 1985). Observations within this
physical context provide richly detailed information about the cultural rules for the
group and how these rules are applied within the setting.

Several researchers have focused on office environments. Miller and Yust
(2001) examined the importance of sense of place in relation to the presence of
personal objects with symbolic meaning and increased job satisfaction and motivation.

Wells and Thelan (2002) studied office personalization related to personality, status
and work space. Danko (1986) synthesized results from recent research on lighting

and psychology; Biner, Butler, Fischer, and Westergren (1989) studied lighting level
preferences and optimal arousal according to social setting. Campbell (1979) tested
the effects of the presence of physical elements in academic office design and
impressions of student visitors and Scott (1993) researched preferences for visual
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attributes of interior environments. O'Neill (1994) studied the presence of adjustable
work space elements as predictors of employee reactions and performance. In a
longitudinal field study of traditional offices versus open office design, Brennan,
Chugh and Kline (2002) examined employee satisfaction with the physical
environment.

Understanding human relationships with the built environment has brought
greater understanding of how people use buildings and how the spatial and material
qualities of buildings communicate symbolic messages to users (Rapoport, 1989;

Nasar, 1989; Sadalla & Sheets, 1993). Deasy (1985) described the kinds of
information and ideas communicated by buildings to the users, both visitors and
employees. The physical space provides cues to acceptable activities and behaviors
and how to sequence these activities. Alexander, Ishikawa and Silverstein (1977)
developed a set of design recommendations based on patterns of behavior in the built
environment.
Signs

and symbols that provide direction through (way-finding) and use of

space, territoriality, privacy, and status are also types of information suggested by
building design and materials (Alexander, et al., 1977; Devlin, 2001; Nasar, 1989;

Sadalla & Sheets, 1993). These studies have also noted how designers and users view,
use, and relate to buildings in very different ways (Deasy, 1985; Rapoport, 1989).

Privacy studies have been carried out by Olson (2000) who found that workers
required aural privacy to concentrate on focused tasks, and by Brookes (1972) in a
study of employees perceptions of office space before and after moving into an open

plan 'landscaped' office design. Stokols and Altman, (1987) related concepts of

Ai

privacy to the ability to control access to information and to regulate interactions with

others. All three studies found that a solid visual barrier is required for privacy.
Marshall (1972) developed a privacy preference scale to examine the fit between

privacy and the domestic environment. In their evaluation of the Ann Arbor Federal
Building in Michigan, Marans and Sprecklmeyer (1981) found that the ability to
conduct conversations in private received one of the lowest ratings on characteristics
of work stations.

Cognitive Theory
Theories used in environment and behavior research include impression
formation theory in which people integrate diverse pieces of information to form

general impressions (Ornstein, 1992; Steggell, et al., 2003). Social perception theory,
used by Campbell (1979) and Scott (1993), states that judgements about the world are
based on visual cues in the physical environment (Steggell, et al., 2003) . The arousal
optimization theory is explained by Biner, et al. (1989, p. 5) as "an optimal ideal level

of arousal set at some moderate value for day-to-day activities." Miller and Yust
(2001) suggest phenomenology as a theory for understanding sense of place.
According to this theory a place is a total physical phenomenon that can be described
by its character, structure, and spirit but cannot be reduced to any of its properties
(Norberg-Schultz, 1979).

Scott (1993), Bitner (1992), Lee (1973), Menzies, Goodey, and Donnelly

(1973), Sadalla and Sheets (1993), and Nasar (1989) used cognitive theories. This
research at the housing authority relied on cognitive theory to understand the
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relationship between the office environment and the human behaviors observed and
identified.

The basic position of cognitive theory is that humans make sense of the
environment by constructing social realities that can be manipulated and symbolized

to instruct them in how to behave (Nagasawa, Hutton & Kaiser, 1991). Bitner (1992)
includes beliefs, categorization, and symbolic meaning as aspects of cognitive

responses to the environment. Menzies, et al. (1973) refer to constructs of similarity
and contrast that are used to evaluate and order an environment and function within
the environmental context to influence behaviors.

According to Stokols and Altman (1987) cognitive theory is a mediational

theory. In other words, environment and behavior are mediated by some intervening
variable such as stress, perception, or cognition. The structuralist point of view looks
for systematic patterns that can be applied to similar events. Interactional theory and
transactional theory are related by the idea that interactions between the environment
and inner organismic factors are used to create cognitive representations of the
environment which mediate the transactions between the person and the environment.

A final group are cultural theories that posit that cultural variables act as

mediators and determinants of human behavior and environment interactions. Tuan
(1974) notes that the physical environment affects human perceptions but that these

perceptions are mediated by culture. As stated by Menzies, et al. (1973, p. 417):
"...an individual interacts with his surroundings, making sense of them by imposing a
certain interpretation, or structure, onto them and testing its predictive capacity."
Goldschmidt (2001) defines culture as very individualized and mediated by
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community and family members. He also contends that culture is transitory; it is
situationally defined.

Researchers in anthropology use cognitive theories to describe systems of

taxonomy and categories of behavior. Early practitioners borrowed the concept of
frames from linguistics. Frames are descriptive of the context in which an utterance
can be found (Frake, 1981). Cognitive anthropologists have expanded these concepts
into schemata based on analyzing smaller segments of an informant interview within

the whole interview (Agar & Hobbs, 1985). Dougherty and Keller (1985) created a
'taskonomy' illustrating an individual's variable methods of organizing label
categories, tasks, and spatial location. They refer to the contextual, conceptual,
perceptual, and functional classifications that are combined to form many

constellations of knowledge (p. 171). This is similar to Gatewood's (1985) inclusion
of unlabeled actions, and the temporal-spatial properties associated with these actions,
in a cognitive analysis of physical labor.

Post-occupancy Evaluation
The design process consists of "three linked activities [programming, design,
and evaluation] drawing information from a systematic look at how people use

environments" (Sanoff, 1970, p.3). A post-occupancy evaluation is the systematic
study of an occupied building (McLaughlin, 1974; Preiser, Rabinowitz, & White,
1988). The evaluation is the discovery of the difference between the criteria specified
by the design and the actual performance of that same building (Fig. 2) (Preiser, et al.,

1988). According to Sanoff (1992, 1970) a POE can use methods such as surveys,
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various statistical tests, and observations of people's behavior in the study
environment to discover how the designed environment relates to the user's needs.
Post-occupancy evaluation is a means of troubleshooting and providing

feedback to solve problems related to building use. Zimring and Welch (1988)
discussed the usefulness of POE studies to find and correct or ameliorate problems
with physical systems or to provide assistance in understanding intended use of

physical systems. These evaluations can also be applied to future decisions to justify
further remodeling or new construction (Preiser, et al., 1988). Longer term benefits of
this type of evaluation include contributions to the standards and criteria for future
building evaluations (Preiser et al.) and more straight-forward future programming
and design (Sanoff, 1992).

McLaughlin (1974) differentiates between environments that are voluntary and
those that are compulsory. Voluntary environments include housing and shopping
centers; that is, places that are selected and evaluated within the free market place.

Compulsory environments are those which the user has little say about the design or
choice of which particular facility to use. Compulsory environments include prisons,
hospitals, and public service offices such as this housing authority office.

Zimring (1987, p. 271) discusses three streams of research in POE. These are
1) gathering and representing views of users as distinguished from those of the owners

of the environment; 2) the exploration of conceptual issues through experimental
means; and 3) a concern with organizational management decisions and the
relationship between the space and the users. This research was based on the first and

third streams of research. Views and behaviors of the users (office staff and public
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users) were gathered and analyzed and managerial aspects of the housing authority
organization were studied to understand how the users responded to and used the
environment.

Ethnography
Anthropologists use ethnography to describe the culture of a particular group.
Chambers (2000, p. 851) defmes ethnography as "those varieties of inquiry that aim to
describe or interpret the place of culture in human affairs." Etlmography is holistic
because it examines the larger context in which the research question is positioned
(Agar, 1980; Jordan, 2003; McCurdy, 2000); that is, if we are to understand any
aspect of a group we must first examine the larger whole (Spradley & McCurdy,
1988).

Culture is identified by patterns of behavior unique to a particular group; this
also provides a way to collect and bring order to data about the study group. Culture is

learned from and shared with others and thus is relative to a particular group. Parts of
culture are shared through group interactions and taught to us by our parents and
families, our teachers, and other people we observe and interact with (Lee 1973).
Culture has symbolic meanings arbitrarily created by its members and it is adaptive -

it changes in relation to the environment. Within a cultural group there are individual
differences; and individuals have agency, which means "they pick and choose what
works for them and how" (Jordan, 2003, p.41).

Definitions of culture in the anthropological literature fall into three major

theoretical perspectives (Spradley, 1972). Fig. 12 shows the relationships between the
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Omnibus

Behaviorist

Cognitive

Observed Phenomenon

Language & Actions
Knowledge & Ideas
Beliefs & Values

Patterns of Behavior

Material Artifacts

Figure 12. Relationship between three theoretical defmitions of culture.

behaviorist, cognitive, and omnibus definitions. The behaviorist view is described by
Harris (1968) as the observable patterns of behavior expressed by a social group.

Goodenough (1964, p.11) refers to this as "the phenomenal order of observed events
and the regularities they exhibit... The phenomenal order is a property of the

community as a material system of people, their surroundings, and their behavior."
The cognitive definition regards culture as the knowledge, ideas, beliefs, and
values used by members of a social group to operate in an acceptable manner within
their social group (Spradley, 1972). Goodenough (1964, p.1 1) describes this cognitive
view as the ideational order, "the ideas, beliefs, values, and principles of action of the
community's members.... The ideational order is a property not of the community but
of its members. It is their organization of their experience within the phenomenal
order, a product of cognitive and instrumental (habit formation) learning."
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The third perspective is called the omnibus definition because it combines both
the phenomenal and ideational orders into an integrated system characteristic of a

specific group (Jordan, 2003; Spradley & McCurdy, 1988). The study of behaviors in
the physical environment in which they occur (the phenomena) can be used to
understand the cultural knowledge of how to behave in and use the physical attributes
of the environment in culturally acceptable ways (the ideational).

The process of using ethnography involves starting with generalities in the
initial interviews then progressing to more specific kinds of information gained
through observations and structured interviews (Spradley, 1980). Interviews are
conducted, observations are made, and conversations are examined for major themes
to identify ideas, beliefs, and values (the ideational) as reflected in the behaviors,
artifacts, and temporal-spatial relationships (phenomenal).

An important tenet of ethnography is to describe the culture of a group from

their own point of view the 'emic' perspective (Jordan, 2003). The process of
discovering the culture of the group involves using the consultants' knowledge,
perceptions, categories, and labels to select what to observe and record and to guide

interpretation. "The variables and operationalizations and sample specifications must
grow from an understanding of the group rather than from being hammered on top of
it no matter how poor the fit" (Agar, 1980, pp.69-'7O).
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CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY

How we see ourselves and the world around us is different than the ways

others see us and our world. Neither of these views is invalid or incorrect, but both
are limited by the viewer's frame of reference. To enlarge and understand these
different views requires exploration by different means. The process of comparing
data from different sources allows the researcher to find patterns that might go

unnoticed or uncorroborated by using a single technique. Triangulation is based on
multiple methods of collecting information in a proposed study. Data collected from
several sources and methods can provide greater understanding of research questions

by improving the quality of information (Beebe, 1995). By using several methods
together, the discrepancies, complexities, and patterns of behavior can be explored,

clarified, and understood. This research relied on multiple methods of data collection
in order to describe the relationship between the visitors and employees in the LinnBenton Housing Authority reception areas and the physical environment of those
study areas.

In her analysis of lighting research and office interiors Danko (1986) made
recommendations to do more studies in real world office settings using alternative

techniques from cultural anthropology, gaming, and trade-off evaluations. One of the
most valuable concepts that anthropology offers is the study of human behavior in situ

and the identification of native categories. These are the classification systems of
human thought and action as perceived and used (consciously and unconsciously) by
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the people who are being studied. Boster (1985, p. 179) states "...it is essential to
investigate what is important to the informants, not just what is important to the
ethnographer."

Many of our everyday actions, and experiences are not labeled with the kind of
explicit descriptive words often used by human behavior researchers. Nor are many

of these actions and experiences known to us by any verbal label. Some actions are
known to us through the physicalness of the action and its relationship to time and
space (Gatewood, 1985). Seamon (1979) labeled this as prereflective knowledge.
Categories of this nature are best explored through observations that are informed and
structured by interviews and informal conversations.

In order to gain the greatest understanding of the breadth and complexity of
users' fit to the environmental setting of the housing authority reception area, four
different data collection methods were used. These included 1.) general ethnographic
interviews with selected staff members, 2.) ethnographic observations, 3.) semistructured staff interviews, and 4.)
behavior mapping in both waiting area

Selected Staff
Interviews

and work area (Fig. 13). Each of these
four methods are discussed with

special reference to the application of

gIc4avr

these methods as used in both the
programming study and in data

collection for this research. The data

Semi-structured
Staff Interviews

were collected in the summer of 2003.

Figure 13. Relationships among methods.
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Ethnographic Interviews
Fontana and Frey (2000) state that "interviews are not neutral tools of data
gathering but active interactions between two (or more) people leading to negotiated,

contextually based results" (p. 646). Ethnographic interviewing is a collaboration
between the researcher and members of the group being studied. Those individuals
who provide the major link between the group and the researcher and who act as
guides and teachers to inform the researcher are referred to here as consultants.

Ethnographic interviews are largely unstructured (Fontana & Frey) and provide
information about the native terms used by the consultants in their environment.
In this initial phase of data collection

15 - 30

minutes long ethnographic

interviews were conducted with four clerical technicians, two supervisors, and three

case managers. The selection of these consultants for interviews was based on
consultations with the agency executive director and on the programming study.
These employees were identified as the primary staff members with job duties within
or in close proximity to the study areas of the office.

Initially, an ethnographic interview starts with a broad question called a 'grand
tour' question (Spradley, 1979); this is a question or statement designed to start the

process of developing rapport between the interviewee and the researcher. The most
commonly asked grand tour questions in this study were posed as requests for
information such as "Tell me about your job duties" or "Describe a typical day at
work."

The terminology used by the staff in interviews for various spatial elements of
the office environment, for job duties, categories of other staff and visitors, and for
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interactions with others were then used to ask more specific questions, called 'mini-

tour' questions (Spradley, 1979). For example, staff were asked about the resources
they used in the reception office, how the new space changed the way their job was
done, or how visitors' behaviors have changed since the lobby was remodeled.
The interview notes were analyzed to find taxonomies (categories of
hierarchical information) (Ryan & Bernard, 2000), especially categories of space,
objects, activities, people, interactions, procedures, and so on as classified by the

person who was interviewed. These represented some general cognitive constructs
and were used to direct and focus ethnographic observations of the environment in the
later phases of this research. The uniqueness of this kind of interview is that the
categories for study were identified by the consultant rather than by the researcher.

The results of the study thus take on a meaningfulness, and hopefully, a usefulness for
the consultants as well as for the designer and the researcher.

Ethnographic Observations
Direct observations by a trained ethnographer are rich with detail and broad
enough in scope to include a variety of behavioral responses and activities within the
study environment. These observations were based on the taxonomies discovered in

ethnographic interviews. This enabled the researcher to strengthen the association of
native categories with physical spaces and objects, personal activities, behaviors,

routines, and social and temporal aspects of the office environment. The observations
corroborated and provided understanding of information learned in the general
interview.
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Most ethnographic observation is called participant observation because the
researcher learns by participating with the group being studied while also making

observations of the group (Spradley & McCurdy, 1980). In a business setting this can
mean that the researcher is employed by the organization and thus learns about the

culture of the group from working along side others. In this instance the researcher
was not employed by LBHA and thus most of the field work was based on what was
seen and heard while present in both the office and lobby spaces.

In their article about interviewing, Fontana and Frey (2000) state that
fieldwork provides much of the data from informal interviews while the researcher is

making observations. They describe this kind of interaction as "the very essence of
unstructured interviewing-the establishment of a human-to-human relation with the
respondent and the desire to understand rather than to explain"(italics in original) (p.
654).

Ethnographic observations in the office setting of people who have not been
and will not be interviewed also provided important pieces of information for the

researcher. In addition to overheard conversations, body language and individual
preferences for positioning oneself in the space and for using the building facilities to
comfortably and successfully complete the business of the intended visit were
observed and recorded in field notes.

Eight and one half days of ethnographic observations were made over the
course of four weeks. Observations were made on two Tuesdays, two Wednesdays,
and two Thursdays and on two and one half Mondays; the number and variety of
people visiting the office, the activities, and the behaviors of those visitors and the

staff were described in written notes. The observations were made in the mornings

and the afternoons for approximately six hours each full day of observations. Half of
these days also included behavior mapping combined with ethnographic observation.

Notes were made on the activities, behaviors, and people in the study
environment. In this study the researcher observed from positions that afforded nearly
panoramic views of the study areas. The waiting area and the office area were viewed
separately and observations of reception counter interactions and behaviors were made

from both vantage points. Notes were jotted down during the observation period then
transcribed and analyzed to provide insight to plan future observations and semistructured interviews.

The observation notes were written out and analyzed for corroboration of or
inconsistencies with the information gathered in the interviews and for relevant
categories and patterns that illustrated the cognitive constructs of the culture of this

place. Additional categories of behavior and activities were coded with a special
emphasis on information that suggested temporal and spatial use of the study areas.

Semi-structured Interviews
The data discovered through general interviews and observations were used to
prepare questions for semi-structured interviews with the staff. These interviews
allowed the researcher to gain a clearer understanding of the native categories and to
corroborate the associations of these categories with objects, space, people, activities,
and behaviors. Semi-structured interviews generally took place during calm periods
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of ethnographic observation and often provided immediate feedback and clarification
of observations.

Behavior Mapping
Architectural post-occupancy evaluations (POE) make use of several different
methods to evaluate the built environment. One of these methods is behavioral
mapping which is used to record the frequency and range of behaviors within a space
by tracking movements through space and over time (Sanoff, 1973; Bechtel & Zeisel,

1987). This kind of information highlights areas of the waiting room and office space
that are most heavily used and most often avoided; it also provides insight into spatial
and temporal considerations of the relationship between the users and the study
environment.

The point-in-time map and the pathway map are two variations on this

technique used in both the programming study and in this investigation. The behavior
mapping was carried out on four full days, Monday through Thursday and an

additional half day on another Monday. The office was closed to the public on
Fridays. The kind of behavior map observations were alternated every hour during the
six hour period used each day for these kinds of observations. There were 72 point-intime observations made in the lobby and 72 point-in-time observations made in the

reception office. Fifty-seven pathway maps were recorded for the lobby while 72
pathway maps were made for the office.

For the point-in-time maps the researcher recorded the location of every person
within the study environment at regular prescribed points in time on a set of small size

floor plans of the study area. Besides the date and time of observation additional
information such as activities, individuals or size of groups, use of physical facilities,
gender, relative age, and apparent interactions between individuals was noted on a

data sheet attached to each map. Figure 14 is an example of the data collection
instrument; the waiting area and the receptionist office were placed on separate sheets
for recording.

Point- in-time maps were made every five minutes; half of these observations

were in the waiting area and half were in the receptionist office. Every person within
the two study areas was located on a floor plan along with a key to map symbols used.
The observations made during this exercise were less exhaustive than data gathered

from general ethnographic observations but were more specifically related to issues of
behavior density in time and space. As time and opportunity allowed, ethnographic
observations were also made during this mapping exercise; these notes often provided
more description of the context for unique point-in-time observations.
The pathway map was the other behavior mapping method used in both the

earlier programming study and in this research. At approximate five minute intervals,
one person (or group of people) was observed as he, she, or they entered the waiting

area of the study space and moved through the space. The individual's (or group's)
movements were tracked for approximately three minutes (or until they left the study

area) on a floor plan of the study environment. Activities and behaviors were noted
on the data sheet adjacent to the map (Fig. 15). No identifiable personal data was
recorded; however, information such as gender, accompaniment by others, and
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Obs #

Point-in-time
Date:

Time:

# Receptionists

# Staff
Title(s):

Activities:

Interactions:

Amenities used:

Obs#

Point-in-time
Date:
Time:
adult

Groups:

I

adult

I

child

I

child

# members::
composition:

Amenities used:

Interactions:
Activities:

Figure 14.

Data collection sheets for point-in-time behavior maps. The top panel
shows the map used in the reception office and the bottom panel shows
the map used in the lobby.
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Pathway

Obs #
Date:
Stop:

Start:

# Receptionists
# Staff (titles)
# Other (specify)
Activities
Interactions

Amenities used

Pathway

Obs #

Date:
Start:

Stop:

Gender

Age:

Group

Individual

Describe group:

Interactions:

Activities:

Amenities used:

Figure 15.

Sample behavior maps for collecting pathway data. Top map was used
in the reception office and the lower map was used in the lobby.
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physical limitations such as wheel chair use were noted as well as activities, use of
physical facilities, relative age, and apparent interactions with others.
Path maps on the staff side of the reception counter tracked the movements of
all staff members who entered, passed through, or exited the study area during the

three minute time frame. Job title (clerical technician, case manager, manager, etc.)
was noted on the map and behavioral observations were also noted; gender and age
were not considered relevant to observations of staff in the reception office.

Pathway maps provided information on the flow of people through space,
identification of the parts of the space used and the sequential order of use, and
density of behaviors relative to time and space.

Assessment of Methodology
The data gathered through these methods were analyzed for information on the

relationship between the office design and the users. The resulting descriptions of
behaviors and activities in the study environment based on ethnographic interviews,
observations, and behavior mapping were compared to similar descriptions in the
programming research made prior to the office remodeling. These comparisons were

then evaluated for correspondence with the programming goals. The differences
between the responses helped to identify successes in meeting the design program
(positive evaluation) and ways in which the remodel design failed to meet the program
(negative evaluation).

The four methods used for this POE were generally successful in identifying
data that supported the theory that cognitive and cultural constructs were used to
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pattern behaviors. Ethnographic interviews and semi-structured interviews were
especially useful in identifying these constructs through analysis of labels for physical
elements, for activities within the study area, and for values and beliefs shared by the
staff. Behavior maps in the lobby provided some indications of patterns of thought
about where to wait when either waiting for initial contact with a receptionist or where
to wait for additional contact with another staff member.

Ethnographic observations provided corroboration of statements made by the
staff and from data collected in a previous study based on public interviews after

completing LBHA transactions. The observations also led to questions about
activities or preferences identified by the researcher but not otherwise addressed by
the staff or the visitors.

The initial ethnographic interviews provided appropriate points to start with

and things to look for in the observations. The interviews alone did not have a lot of
explanatory power when evaluating the other data. The information provided in the
initial interviews served primarily to provide the researcher with some avenues into

the knowledge and meanings of the office culture. Some of this information was
corroborated by other data collection methods.
For example, a case manager said she spent less time with clients because she
could hold more scheduled meetings at the reception counter than in a private room.
Based on this statement all scheduled and unscheduled meetings with case managers

were tracked during one day of observation. Eight of the thirteen scheduled meetings
were held in a private location while all twelve of those unscheduled meetings were
handled at the reception counter.
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Another set of focused staff interviews held partway through the observations
and behavior mapping would have been useful to provide a stronger support for and

refinement of those observations. In the example described, the case managers could
elaborate on the need for private meetings and the situations that make it possible to
hold meetings at the reception counter rather than in private.
The semi-structured interviews were focused on explaining activities and

behaviors identified by the researcher during the observations. Due to the randomness
of visitors to the LBHA office, these on-the-fly interviews were sometimes interrupted

and not returned to. There were many instances when the researcher would have
asked many more questions about what was going on but the burden of performing a

job while answering a researcher's questions also meant an enforced restriction on
data collection in order to maintain the balance between doing LBHA work and
collecting data.

In the future, a regular period of time for debriefing in order to make sure
unresolved questions can be handled without too much interference with job
responsibilities is recommended. A few minutes early in the day before work begins
or the last few minutes at the end of the day would seem to be potentially appropriate
times to clarify observations and plan the focus of more observations.
The ethnographic observations were done with very little involvement with the
visitors to the housing authority; therefore, data collected from the lobby tended to
lack verbal categories of information about how people feel and think about and what
they believe about the physical space, the assistance programs, the staff, and their own

place within this setting. Observations were useful to identify patterns of behavior
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and activity as well as to gather as much overheard conversation as possible. A more
active participation while observing in which the researcher made some efforts to
engage visitors would have enriched the infonnation collected in the lobby.
Observations made in the office area included more verbal contact and thus
more explanation of the staff activities and rationale for engaging in those activities.
All the observations were carried out over six hours at a time which provided a

continuous daily view of the operation of the LBHA office. Patterns of staff
movements and the timeliness of certain activities such as preparing the mail were
easily identified and placed within the daily milieu.

Behavior mapping in the lobby was especially successful to identif' areas used
more or less for certain activities. The maps also provided information on the
tendencies of some visitors to wander while waiting and supported the placement of

the rack of forms in a clearly visible and accessible location. These observations did
lack knowledge of specificity such as the purpose of the visit or satisfaction with
transactions at the windows.

In the reception office the behavior maps were useful to track gross
movements of staff such as showing the preferred locations for clerical technicians

and for case managers. It also helped identify the efforts of case managers to signal
and speak to clerical technicians from the hallway to avoid entering the office area.
Many of the activities associated with work in this area involved more micro level

movements of people, paperwork, and resources. These were more difficult to track
on the small two dimensional floor plans, in part because the movements were often
carried out in three dimensional space from a constant sitting location.
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In the LBHA office there were no security cameras but for future studies in
public lobbies and reception areas, the use of video surveillance cameras may be a

useful source of data. Information analyzed from the videotape could be augmented
with behavior maps tailored to monitor specific kinds of activities in particular areas.
Studying human behavior in a specific place involved collecting and analyzing

a large quantity of complex information. Multiple methods of data collection were
very useful to gain an understanding of the behaviors and activities within the spatial
context of the LBHA lobby and reception office.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

The evaluation of the changes in the remodeled office design were based on
comparisons between the criteria specified in the program goals (see Table 1) and the
performance of the remodeled office and lobby areas as supported by the data

collected in this research. The evaluations were based on descriptive qualitative data
gathered from interviews and observations. Some quantitative data was collected
from the behavior maps.

Codes
A content analysis was used to group collected data into common themes. A
set of codes based on these themes and on the program goals was developed to

organize the data into these five categories: privacy, queuing, contact between public
and staff, staff work space for attention focused tasks, and staff work space for space

intensive tasks. The major categories were broken into smaller subcategories as
indicated by the similarities and differences within the data.

Data Sources
Data related to queuing and contact between public and staff were collected in
ethnographic observations and behavior maps within the lobby as well as from staff

interviews and informal comments. There were 57 pathway maps and 72 point-in-

time maps and four and one half days of ethnographic observations in the lobby.
Ethnographic observations were also recorded between behavior mapping intervals.
Issues related to work space for task oriented and attention focused activities
were based on data collected from nine staff interviews, four days of ethnographic

observations in the reception office, behavior maps, and staff policies. Seventy-two
pathway maps and 72 point-in-time behavior maps were recorded in the reception
office.

Privacy was related to both lobby and office environments and thus based on

data collected in both of these areas from the sources noted above. Data from the predesign program study and from an independent research study of public visitors were

used for comparison. Table 2 lists data categories and sources of data.

Table 2. Data categories and sources.

Data category

Source of data

Privacy

staff interviews, observations, program study,
independent lobby study

Queuing

staff interviews, observations, behavior mapping,
program study

Contact between public
and staff

staff interviews, observations, program study,
independent lobby study, LBHA policy

Attention focused tasks

staff interviews, observations, program study, LBHA
policy

Space intensive tasks

staff interviews, observations, behavior mapping,
program study, LBHA policy
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Taxonomic Classifications
The major codes were further divided into a taxonomy that describes the
various kinds of activities and behaviors that took place in the lobby and the reception
office. Table 3 shows the major and minor categories within this taxonomy.

Table 3.

Taxonomy based on data related to program goals.

Privacy
Conversation
Single conversations

Multiple conversations
Telephone conversations
Noise

From office side

From public side
Visibility

Staff
Paperwork
Resources and references

Odors and diseases

Queuing
First coming to the window to talk to reception checking in
When others are using the windows
When no others are using the windows
When staff is unavailable

no staff present
staff present but on phone or in conversation with other staff
Waiting for a meeting or appointment
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Table 3. Continued.

Contact between public and staff
Facilities for public independence
Accessibility to forms
information rack on lobby wall

message sheets on table and lobby counter
Writing surfaces

table in the lobby
dual height counter in the lobby
Indoor drop box

Procedures for meeting with clients
Scheduled appointments
Unscheduled requests for meetings

Attention focused tasks
Computer use
Data entry and data checking

Criminal records checks on web based resources such as Oregon courts
Other tasks

email
word processing
instant messenger for interoffice communications
Telephone use

Answering questions
Providing information
Transferring calls

Placing callers on hold
Conferring with clients while accessing information in computer data base
Taking allegations
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Table 3. Continued.
Talking to property owners

Taking down rental property descriptions

Calls with other staff

Person to person conversations
Receiving and checking forms for completeness and signatures
Explaining program options to applicants and others
providing Section 8 application
giving out other program information and applications
listening to hard luck stories and fears of homelessness
determining qualifications for status within Section 8 program
terminally ill
elderly

handicapped
teen parent
all others not qualified for one of the above listed distinctions
Taking allegation
Taking rental property descriptions to post on outside board
Talking to property owners

Conferring with clients while accessing information in computer data base
Talking with clients to evaluate a problem to refer to a case manager

Discussions with other staff

job related
social exchanges
Other tasks
Writing letters

Reading
Checking forms
Consulting reference binders
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Table 3. Continued.
applications

vacated
terminated
Flex scheduling

Space intensive tasks
Mail exchange and package delivery

Mail pick up and drop off
Small packages
Large packages

Mail sorting
Collating information packets

Accessing three ring binders
Eligible
Ineligible

Terminated

Case managers referring to client files while meeting with client

Training clerical technicians

In addition to the categories related directly to the program goals,
characteristics of the culture of the LBHA reception areas were also identified from

the data. This classification of the data resulted in a taxonomy that served as a guide
to cognitive constructs of culturally acceptable behaviors within the LBHA office.
The taxonomy elucidates cultural knowledge of the activities, behaviors, and physical
attributes of the remodeled space according to the ways they were described and used
by the staff and the public visitors. Table 4 shows the taxonomy of cultural
constructs.
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Table 4.

Taxonomy of cultural constructs.

Kinds of people who visit the LBHA office
Clients
Applicants
Those looking for information

Family, friends, and other members ofpersonal support system

Personnelfrom other agencies
Those renting units to or offering to rent units to LBITIA clients (property

managers, landlords)

Letter carriers
Delivery services

Paper shredding service

Ways for people (public) to get information
In the lobby
Racks

Reception
Case manager

Other people in the lobby
On the telephone

Reception
Case manager

Ways for people to communicate with a case manager
Written message sheet handed to reception

Scheduled appointment

Show up and ask to see case manager
Telephone

Drop paperwork into outside drop box or send in the mail
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Table 4. Continued.

Kinds of knowledge used by clients when visiting this office
How and when to approach the reception counter
Positioning to insure visibility and opportunity to approach relative to the
presence or absence of other visitors in the lobby
Positioning to insure visibility and opportunity to approach relative to the
presence or absence of staff on the office side
Program requirements - varies from minimal knowledge to complex knowledge

relative to client 'sfamily situation
Knowledge of relationship between rent calculation, family composition,

features and location of rental unit, and family income
How and when to leave a written message
Some were prompted by a receptionist

Some independently picked up a message sheet and pen and wrote the note
before approaching the reception counter
Kinds of questions to ask a receptionist vs. case manager

Many first asked the receptionist who did or did not refer them to a case

manager
Some initially asked for a case manager only to be asked by reception to

pose the question to them first

When to request a case manager
Varied with the amount of experience on the program
Varied with previous dealings with particular case manager
Where and how to wait

At the reception counter
In the seating area in the lobby

Physical restrictions on use offacilities
Restricted size of the transaction window
not always recognized as a barrier; some leaned through the opening
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Table 4. Continued.
most did not lean through; stood in front of the window opening
Smaller counter space at the windows
resulted in a tidier stack of papers

some spread papers across both counter heights

Location offorms such as message sheets and applications
Location of appropriate places to fill out forms

Kinds of staff working in the study area
Clerical technicians
Assigned to reception office
Assigned to case managers
Assigned to building inspection

Case managers
Section 8 manager

Staff knowledge
Regulations, policies, and forms -federal, state, and local
Office technology and software
Computers
Copy machine

Postage meter
Multi-line telephone

Processing Section 8 program applications
Referrals
Within the office

To outside agencies or other housing authorities
Rent calculations
Inspection process
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Table 4. Continued.
Taking allegations of client misbehavior

Public hygiene including biohazards;
Cleaning up after visitors who have been sick in the public toilet
Cleaning up after sharing the telephone with individuals who cough or
otherwise display signs of disease

How to handle a wide variety ofpersonalities, both from the public side and the
office side

How to handle dtf,ficult clients with tactfulness and dzplomacy

How to respond to a security threat
How to handle sensitive and confidential information

Office hierarchies, formal and informal
When to cross boundaries of office hierarchy

Spontaneous crossings such as when a case manager entered the reception
office

to answer a ringing telephone
to receive mail or other deliveries

Requested crossings such as when a case manager asks clerical technician
to speak with a client

Location and use ofreferences and resources
Scheduling and tracking of

staff

Fielding questions from the public and determining what kind ofaction to
recommend
Awareness of other housing agencies including contact information

Social events relevant to staff
Birthdays and anniversaries
What to bring for celebrations

Table 4. Continued.

Ordered items are delivered
Orders to be processed are passed to sales agent
Several staff members congregate in reception office to pass around and
lightly peruse new collection
Comments on new collection

Sharing and passing along culture within and between groups
Public cultural knowledge
Visitors modeled how to approach the window
Conversations
general information exchange

various aspects of program requirements (such as discussion of age
of children to require gender specific bedrooms)

Prompting of visitors by other visitors concerning which window to
approach and when it is time to approach

Verbal instructions on where forms are located
Positioning in space to indicate queuing behaviors (e.g., moving from
upper window conversation with receptionist to lower window to
wait for case manager)
Staff cultural

knowledge

Formal staff training
Written staff policies

Informal staff training during breaks, lunch, or in the hallway
modeling of behaviors
conversations
stories about people and situations

Sharing between groups
physical definitions of boundaries
access to staff and resources

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

A post-occupancy evaluation compares the criteria for building performance
(program goal) with measures of actual performance. Each of the five program goals

was developed from data collected during the pre-design research. The measure of
performance was determined from POE data. The evaluation was informed by
ethnographic data and previous research from published and unpublished sources. A
positive evaluation indicated that the building performance met or exceeded the
performance criteria; a negative evaluation indicated a shortfall in this regard.

Other Data Sources
The program data was collected by the author under a contract with LBHA in

2002. Sources of data were six staff interviews, fourteen staff surveys, two days of
ethnographic observations, and two days of behavior mapping. There were 48 point in
time maps and 48 pathway maps from both lobby and office areas; half of each type

were recorded in the lobby and half were recorded in the reception office. The survey
instrument was based on a questionnaire used by Marans and Spreckelmeyer (1981) to

evaluate the Ann Arbor (MI) Federal Building. Survey responses from LBHA staff
were found to reflect the patterns of responses collected by Marans and
Spreckelmeyer. Specific questions and parts of questions were used to develop the
program goals presented in this research.
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An independent study of responses of visitors to the remodeled LBHA lobby

was made by the author in May 2003. In a non-random sample thirty-five people
participated in 32 exit interviews. At the end of the interview participants were asked
to identify themselves as one of the following: LBHA program client; making
inquiries about housing services; providing support for others using the agency

programs; property owners; or delivery and service vendors. All were asked to
respond to open ended questions about their experiences in the lobby, privacy, use of
the facilities, and facilities to be considered in a new LBHA office building. Table 5
shows characteristics of the sample population.

Table 5.

Sample population characteristics.

#by

18

3d'

2

Property
owners

Making
inquiries

Client
support

Program
clients

User
category

0d

Od'

3

3

Delivery and
services

2d'

3d'

l

gender

#byage

12-25-39yrs

1 -40-54yrs

7 - 40-54 yrs

1 -

55-64 yrs

2-25-39yrs

2-25-39yrs

2-25-39yrs

40-54 yrs

2 - 55-64 yrs

I

l->6syrs

1->65yrs

6 55-64 yrs,

2 >65 yrs

1 -

2-55-64yrs
Total #

27

and 8 d'

18 25-39 yrs,

9 40-54 yrs,

-

55-64 yrs

Privacy
The program goal: Improve privacy of public! staff communications and protect

sensitive client infonnation.

Criteria
Observations recorded during the program research indicated a breach of
privacy and confidentiality through the exchange of information at the transaction

counter. The large opening between the lobby and the reception office, the high
ceilings in the reception office, the crowding at the reception counter, and the multiple
conversations and shared counter for spreading paperwork all contributed to
compromised privacy.

Table 6 shows results of questions related to issues of privacy. These and
other concerns were also identified through staff interviews. Clerical technicians
expressed concern about high noise levels, compromised privacy, and the potential for

mixing up client papers that were spread out on the counter. Auditory and visual
privacy and concerns about noise levels in this area were clearly stated patterns of

concern. These were also corroborated with observations within the lobby and the
reception office. Other privacy issues stated in interviews related to odors and
visibility of reference binders to public.

Performance
The research question: Does the reception staff perceive that personal and confidential
information discussed at the counter is more secure and private?
The Section 8 housing assistance program required confidential (e.g., social
security number), sensitive (e.g., criminal record, income, etc.), and general (such as
published telephone number and address) information from the applicants and

participants. In this study privacy covered a broad range of sensory accessibility

Table 6. Survey results related to issues of privacy.

Staff category

Clerical
technicians

Other staff, primarily
case managers

n=4

n=10

Survey Question

mean

mode

mean

mode

How often did you use the conference
room for client conversations?

2.25

1

3

3

How often did you use the reception area
for client conversations?

5

5

3.7

5

How often did you use the reception desk
for client conversations?

4.25

5

4.2

5

scores are based on number of times in the past month:
I
0 times, 2 1-2 times, 3 = 3-5 times, 4 = 6-10 times,

5 = 10

or more times

How bothersome are conversations of
others in my area?

3

3

2.9

3

How bothersome are conversations of
others from other areas?

3

3

3.1

3

How bothersome is noise from public
lobby/corridors?

2.3

2

2.3

3

1

1

2.1

1

1

1

2

2

Whenever I talk to co-workers others can
hear our conversations.

3.5

3,4

3.1

3

Whenever I talk on the telephone others
around me can hear my conversations.

3.5

4

3.6

4

1

= very bothersome, 2 = fairly bothersome,
not very bothersome, 4 = not at all bothersome

3=

Rating of work station for conversational
privacy
Rating of work station for visual privacy
1

1

= poor, 2 = fair, 3

good, 4 = excellent

= not at all true, 2 = not very true, 3

somewhat true, 4 = very true
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within the reception area. The privacy code was divided into four categories:
conversations, noise, visibility, and odors and disease vectors. The first three of these
categories were further subdivided (Table 7).

Table 7. Privacy code and categories identified in research.

Noise

Conversation
single multiple telephone

Visibility

office public staff paperwork
side

references

Odors
and
disease

side

In studies by Olson (2000), Brookes (1972), and Stokols and Altman (1987) a

solid visual barrier was identified as a requirement for privacy. The ability to control
access to information and to regulate interactions with others (Stokols & Altman,

1987) was also identified as a means of protecting privacy. The sliding glass windows
did not present a solid visual barrier but did allow control over the use of counter

space for transactions. The direction the glass was opened determined which half of
each counter space was available and encouraged conversations to be directed through
the opening rather than to be broadcast over a larger area.
Convers ational privacy
The distance between a clerical technician or case manager standing or seated

at one of the reception desks and a visitor standing at one of the transaction counter
windows fell within the close phase of social distance, four to seven feet, according to

Hall (1969). The seated distance was farther than the standing distance. A common
activity at the counter was examination of paperwork that required both parties be able
to see the paperwork at the same time.

The behaviors observed in the remodeled space showed a recognition of and

respect for the space between the public and the staff. Public visitors were observed
stepping back from the window when the staff left to make a photocopy or took a

phone call. In most observations the clerical technician would stand to go over
applications and other paperwork laid out on the counter, a movement towards the

lower end of the close range of social distance. According to Hall (1969), the position
of receptionists relative to others is more often in the far range of social distance, or

about ten feet. This permits enough distance to return to typing or other focused
duties between greeting activities such as "answering questions... and . . .being polite to
callers"(Hall, p.123).
Brief questions generally resulted in the staff remaining seated at a greater

distance from the public. Some visitors continued to lean over the counter and look
through the window as was observed in the program study. In these cases the clerical
technician would place the paper work on the desk level when the counter was

occupied by the visitor's upper body. This resulted in some visitors leaning still
further into

the window.

Most people who participated in the exit interviews were not concerned with

loss of privacy or confidentiality while conducting business at the reception counter.
They were asked if they had any concerns about privacy or confidentiality of personal
information at the reception counter; 27 of 35 responses to the question were no, none,

or never. Only one person expressed concern about others in the waiting room
listening to conversations at the counter, especially when a social security number was

spoken out loud. One person recalled the lack of auditory privacy in the old reception

counter design and expressed approval for the greatly improved privacy of the new

design. Curiously, this individual was the only visitor observed in this study who
remained standing at the reception counter apparently watching and listening to the
conversation of another person and the receptionist.

Through the interviews, observations, and casual conversations with clerical
technicians several strategies for protecting privacy were ensured by the housing

authority policies and staff practices. These were
scheduled private conversations held in another room;
case managers acting with discretion by pointing to written information
rather than saying it out loud while meeting with clients in the lobby or at
the window;
the small numbers of visitors in the waiting area (rarely more than one or
two at a time were observed in the POE study); and
reception counter windows were kept closed when no transactions were
being conducted.

Issues of privacy went beyond immediate discomfort over sharing information

at the reception counter. There were concerns expressed that client information did
not get to the case manager and that the policies for confidentiality made it more

difficult for property owners and managers to get needed client information. One
person interviewed was especially sensitive to her status as a client of the LBHA and
was concerned that this information should not be made public, even in inadvertent

ways. The waiting room window that did not directly face the street was considered
to be helpful in preventing others from identif'ing her when she was in the building.
She had also developed a telephone protocol with her case manager to protect her
status as a Section 8 participant from her school age children.

Remarks made during staff interviews implied a sense of improved

confidentiality at the transaction counter. One case manager indicated that she felt the
privacy of counter conversations were improved and she therefore held fewer client

meetings in the conference room or in her office. She felt her job had been
streamlined by providing an adequate level of privacy at the transaction counter. A
receptionist also identified an improved level of confidentiality by limiting the

transactions to one client at a time at each window. She noted that they had received
fewer requests from clients for a more private meeting place.

Observed and spoken concerns over privacy when there was only one
conversation between the public and staff in the study area were very minimal. In one
instance one man was observed refusing to give his phone number out loud although

he did say they could fmd it in the phone book. He also refused to allow the clerical
technicians to take his papers to be photocopied. The presence of the researcher may
have aroused his concerns; alternatively, the case manager assigned to his case was
unable to meet with him when he demanded a meeting and that may have contributed
to his position.

Both transaction windows were often used for public - staff conversations at

the same time. Additional space between conversations was managed by sliding the
window leaves so that the openings were as far apart as possible. When many visitors
came to the housing authority office it was not uncommon for additional staff, clerical
technicians, case managers, and managers, to conduct transactions at the lobby

counter or at the lobby table. These areas were also observed as the places where staff
provided assistance in filling out program applications for handicapped customers

while other visitors were present. These activities were observed at times when the
lower counter was available to be used by the customer in the wheelchair.

Information requested on the application fonn included such sensitive or confidential
information as home address, social security number, and police record.

On three occasions visitors were observed engaged in inquisitive behaviors

while standing at the counter. In one instance a woman waiting at the lower counter
faced the conversation at the higher counter then backed away and made an audible

comment about changes to the office. In another instance a client at the higher
counter looked very interested in the conversation between client and case manager at

the lower counter. At one time both windows were occupied by transactions and a
third person interrupted one of the transactions by verbally and physically placing
himself within sight and sound of the reception staff.

Multiple conversations at the transaction windows were sometimes augmented
by public conversations in the waiting area and staff conversations in the reception
office or work room located behind the back wall of the reception office. Sounds
from this work room carried up into the vaulted ceiling over the receptionist work
stations and contributed to increased levels of noise and aural information.

Telephone use by receptionists added another means of passing confidential
information through conversation. The two side by side receptionist work stations
allowed for two simultaneous phone conversations with little physical barrier between

the phone users except when shielded by the speaker's body position. The vaulted
ceiling of the office and the relatively close proximity of the case manager offices
resulted in a situation in which both sides of a phone call between receptionist and

case manager could be readily heard throughout the reception office. The researcher
was present in the reception office during one of these inter-office calls and was able

to hear both sides of the conversation. At this same time a customer was standing at
the transaction counter with the window open.

At the time of the research the telephone setup allowed for intercom calls but

these were generally avoided. The reason provided was that the confidential nature of
the work required more face to face communication. During the observations an
instant messenger system was installed on the computers and had become the more
common means of communication between receptionists and case managers.

The reception office received many phone calls everyday and these calls often

came while a receptionist was talking with a client. The researcher witnessed several
ways of managing both telephone conversations and direct conversations at the same
time. Some calls were ignored for several rings or until the phone was answered by
another receptionist or case manager who was either in or near the reception office.

Some receptionists interrupted the counter conversation to take the call; at times the
phone conversation took precedence over the counter conversation and at other times
the caller was put on hold until the counter conversation was completed.

If the receptionist was speaking on the phone when someone came to the
counter, generally, the phone conversation was completed before contact with the

visitor. One receptionist felt that the sliding glass windows sent a message to the
public to not talk when the receptionist was on the phone, especially if the window

was closed. Receptionists were observed closing the window while using the phone
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when they saw visitors approaching the counter. The use of the sliding windows as a
means of communicating receptionist availability as well as for privacy was observed.

Hands free telephone head sets were provided for the reception staff. The
researcher did not observe these being used and receptionists commented that use of

the head sets resulted in confusion for the public visitors at the transaction counter. It
was unclear to both public visitors and to office staff when the head set was in use for
a phone call and when it was not being used. Body language in the form of holding up
an index finger was used by one receptionist to indicate that she was engaged in a

phone conversation. The head sets also were seen as disadvantageous when soft
spoken callers were on the line; remarks indicate that it was easier to hear a
conversation on the hand held receiver. Finally, the receptionist was tethered to the
desk area by the headset cord and she had to disconnect the phone in order to perform
tasks beyond the immediate desk area.

Many observations chronicled the use of the phone at one work station while a

transaction occurred at the neighboring counter. Other observations included
instances when a receptionist was simultaneously engaged with a phone conversation
and a person-to-person transaction. During one period of observation, simultaneous
transactions were observed at both reception counters while another staff member was
engaged in a phone conversation held in close proximity to one of these transactions.

It is unclear exactly how much information passed from phone conversation to public
in these situations; however, the situation created an opportunity for breach of privacy.
It is important to note that some clients engaged with case managers or with
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receptionists were observed physically moving away from the counter during phone
conversations.
Noise

Noises were divided into two categories: public noise and staff noise. The
sources of the noises were conversations, movement of furniture, use of office

machines or telephone conversations, and toilet use. Behaviors and physical setting
were both integral to controlling privacy. The building lacked insulation in interior
walls and doors and unseen conversations in the conference room and adjacent offices
were audible in the lobby. The shared vaulted ceiling in the work room and reception
office also allowed conversations to be readily heard despite partition walls that
visually blocked access to the speakers.
Sliding tempered glass counter windows helped to reduce the flow of office
conversations and work room noises from the lobby and to reduce noises and

conversations originating in the lobby from reaching the office area. However, when
the windows were open for transactions at the counter, conversations and other noises

carried between the public lobby and staff office areas. It was uncertain how much
verbal noise was understandable; one receptionist commented that people seated in the
lobby could not hear her speak unless she made an effort to speak directly through the
open window. It appeared that many had intentionally screened out or ignored other
conversations unless spoken to directly.

Agency policies that prohibited staff talking about confidential issues in the
work area were designed to eliminate the transfer of private information from the

work room to the public lobby. However, case managers reported that the stresses of
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dealing with difficult clients sometimes resulted in breaches of this policy when a staff
member felt an immediate need, and discovered the opportunity, to vent the stress

within the work room or adjacent hallway. It was recognized that there was a need for
case managers to be able to discuss difficult cases and to hold these discussions where
this information was inaudible in the public areas.

Staff conversations of a social or non-confidential work nature were often held
in the work room or in the hallways adjacent to the reception office. These
conversations were clearly audible within the reception office and somewhat audible

in the waiting area. One manager estimated that the windows block about 45 % of the
noise that might otherwise be transmitted through the window space.

The staff have noted that telephone conversations were audible throughout the
office. While observing in the waiting room the researcher could clearly hear a phone
conversation held in an adjacent office but could not hear conversations in those
offices closer to the reception office.

Observations in both the office and the lobby areas revealed a tendency for
clerical technicians to speak in quiet tones to public visitors at the transaction window.

Case managers were observed using louder and clearer speech that more easily carried
throughout the study areas. The quieter speech patterns of clerical technicians were
observed somewhat consistently in both public and private areas. Louder and clearer
speech patterns of case managers were less consistent; the researcher heard both loud

and soft speech from case managers in private areas. However, the number of
observations were insufficient to fully describe a pattern of predictability for speech
volume, conversation location, and situation according to staff position.
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While public visitors were waiting in the lobby, noises such as conversations,
rustling of papers, children's activities, and use of the toilet carried throughout the

lobby and through open transaction windows. These noises were noticeably reduced
on the office side when the windows were closed.

In staff interviews it was noted that less noise was now heard from visitors
than before the remodel. Some staff members felt that the glass cut down on noise
transmission when closed and resulted in an improved ability to do work tasks that did

not involve interactions with the public. Children's noises were identified as the most
disquieting waiting room noises heard in the office area. However, noise levels could
increase dramatically when transactions were conducted simultaneously at both

windows. Reception staff interviews suggested that these conversations increased in
volume when conversations and office machine noises from the adjacent work room
also increased in volume.
Visibilily

Another aspect of privacy was visibility of staff, paperwork, and staff

resources and references to public visitors. The reception counter was designed to
limit visual accessibility of public visitors by restricting the physical space for

transactions. The reduced width of the window opening and the specific height and
depth of the counter were placed in a configuration intended to inhibit leaning over the
counter and into the reception office.

Case managers were observed signaling the receptionist from the hallway to
avoid entering the reception office while public visitors were waiting in the lobby.

One case manager described being yelled at by clients who wanted her to come speak
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to them if she was seen walking within sight of the reception counter. Instances of
this kind of behavior were reduced in the remodeled office space but not entirely
eliminated. Staff were observed peeking around the back wall of the office to avoid
fully entering the reception office area.

There appear to be conflicting opinions about the visibility of paperwork to
clients. One case manager stated in an interview that she can now keep the client files
on the lower desk surface and bring only the pertinent information to the higher
counter for the client to view. Interview statements from clerical technicians indicate
that the client files at desk level are too visible to the public standing at the transaction

counter. One clerical technician compared the LBHA office desk and counter
configuration to other offices she had visited. She noted those other desks were more
recessed beneath the counter and thus provided more protection of papers on the desk
from the visibility of those standing at the counter. The lower transaction counter
creates a situation in which visibility of paperwork on the desk is more probable than

at the higher counter. During a transaction at the lower counter a client was observed
reaching over the counter to point to papers on the desk surface.

Most public visitors were observed standing at the higher counter and using

the transaction counter space to spread out applications and other papers. A few
visitors were seen leaning through the window which made the counter unavailable

for sharing paper information with the receptionist or case manager. One clerical
technician felt that the new transaction counters and windows prevented people from

staring at the office computer screens or from lying across the counter. She noted
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some were looking very hard to see things on the desk; she felt the windows were very
effective at maintaining office area privacy by limiting visibility and access.

Two activities the researcher observed in the office area provided opportunities
for the visual transmission of private information. One was the handling of incommg
mail and the other involved sorting, recording, and filing program applications. The
space provided for these tasks on the lowered desk surface was noted by one staff
member as being too visible to the public during transactions at the windows. This
did not prevent the use of this space for these tasks where the mail was opened,

categorized, and date stamped before it was distributed. One clerical technician
placed the stamped mail face down to protect the privacy of the information contained
in the papers received. Others placed the mail face up where it was exposed to public
visitors at the counter.

Processed applications were sorted by date and alphabetical order, recorded
into a log book, and filed into three-ring binder notebooks. The sorting required the
exposure of many applications on the desk top. Privacy was not a particular concern
if a visitor was speaking with a clerical technician at the higher counter. However,
several case manager-client conversations were held at the lower counter while this

sorting and filing process was going on. The clerical technician doing the sorting was
observed covering names and addresses whenever possible; however, the conflict in
the dual use of the space resulted in the potential exposure of paperwork to the public.
Three sets of binders contained applications according to these classifications:

eligible, ineligible, and terminated. A closed storage cabinet at the rear of the
reception office provided a secure location to keep these books invisible to the public.
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The expressed reasons for this desire to keep the books out of view included

aesthetics, "The space has stayed good, clean, and organized" and privacy, "The
applications to be processed and the reference books [binders] are hidden now and
more confidential."

Odors and disease transmission
In the programming study the researcher and the staff noted an awareness of
odors emanating from the lobby. Most of these odors originated in the toilet room
where there was no window or fan supplied for ventilation. The remodeling work
included the installation of a fan activated with the light switch. Odors from the toilet
room were not identified as a problem during the interviews or the observations in the
current research.

When the transaction windows were closed odors from the lobby and foyer

were blocked. However, when the windows were open and when public visitors were
smoking outside the building entrance and the exterior door was opened, tobacco

smells were noticeable in the office and in the lobby. The researcher did note in field
observations that some visitors to the office came with their own personal odors.
These too were blocked from the office area when the windows were closed.

In one instance a client asked to use the reception phone to call a relative for a
ride home and leaned over the lower transaction counter to make this call. The client
had been smoking outdoors and came in with an unlit cigarette in hand while using the

phone. Tobacco from the cigarette was sprinkled on the counter during this phone

call. The client also coughed several times while using the phone. When the phone
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call was concluded and the client left the office, the receptionist used a disinfectant to
clean the counter and the phone.

The researcher asked the clerical technician if she felt the windows reduced the
transmission of disease vectors between public and staff. She responded that she felt
there was no particular change in illness rates among staff because most staff
members were more at risk of contracting colds and flu from their own children and
spouses than from public visitors.

Evaluation
The design for the remodel was perceived as having met an acceptable level of

privacy and confidentiality. The sliding glass windows and the configuration of
reception desks and counters were perceived to provide some control over the flow of
private information. Clerical technicians acting as receptionists also perceived a
greater sense of security from the presence of these windows while some recognized

that the glass was not bullet proof but symbolized a defensive posture. Case managers
and other staff felt less visible than in the prior spatial arrangement and could easily
communicate with reception from the hallway without

fully

entering the reception

office.

Some issues related to the basic design of the structure limited the success of
building performance. The uninsulated interior walls and the vaulted ceiling were not
addressed in the remodel program and continued to contribute to a lack of aural

privacy. Also on the negative side was the continued use of the lobby to assist
wheelchair bound customers despite the availability of the accessible height
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transaction counter. Zimring and Welch (1988) suggested that intended uses of design
can lead to misunderstandings on how to use the building.
Future design recommendations include a semi-private area for case

manager/client conversations. If clerical technicians serving as receptionists are to be
both greeters and fact checkers for confidential application information and data
verification, the space in which they function will need to accommodate these two

activities that require differing physical support. Zimring and Welch (1988) noted
that POE results can help the organization reflect on the need to examine and alter
administrative policies to improve response to the realities of the physical design.
The Hawthorne study was notable for the increased awareness of the workers

during the study of worker productivity (Jordan, 2003). The Hawthorne effect also
appeared during this process of remodeling and evaluating the reception areas of the

building. One clerical technician identified concerns over the configuration of the
transaction counter and the reception desk as provided in the remodel design. She felt
the depth of the desk space beneath the counter should be increased to create a space

where confidential papers could be easily pushed out of view. She also felt this would
create a narrower section of desk space visible to a customer standing at the counter.
The clerical technician also said she had been making her own informal study of other

reception counters in doctor's offices and other agencies she visited to compare the
counter and desk designs with the one she used in the LBHA building.
Deasy (1985), Nasar (1989), Rapoport (1989), and Sadalla and Sheets (1993)
suggest that privacy protecting behaviors can be transmitted through building

materials and design. O'Neill (1994) discussed the use of adjustable partitions to

control visibility and privacy. A future design must provide the physical behavioral
cues and space designed for acceptable behavior for both greeting and handling
confidentiality that support office policies in this regard.

Queuing
The program goal: Improve queuing behaviors supported by the physical environment.

Criteria
Observations, interviews, and behavior maps indicated a pattern of crowding at

the reception counter. This was expressed in one interview as needing a counter
design that would cue people to when it was appropriate to come to the counter for
their turn. Some people were described as not understanding "how to work the

system." The overcrowding was considered an inconvenience. One of the priorities
expressed by the clerical technicians was for more control over who was at the

counter. One suggestion for improvement was a take a number system or an express
window for simple questions or to simply submit papers.
On fourteen

of twenty-four

point-in-time behavior maps people were recorded

at the reception counter. Seven maps showed only one person at the counter, five
maps recorded three people at one time, one map showed two people at the same time
and on one map there were six adults standing at the counter at one time.

Behavior maps, interviews, and observations revealed that crowding occurred
on both sides of the reception counter. Two clerical technicians used the reception
desks and case managers used the central area between the two desks. According to
data recorded on point-in-time behavior maps on the office side, two clerical

technicians were present 17 of 24 times; one clerical technician was noted five of 24
times. Additional staff were observed in ten of the 24 observations.
Additional notes indicated that there was a consistent ebb and flow of case
managers coming to the counter to speak with clients or to assist the clerical

technicians with receptionist duties throughout the day. Interviews with clerical
technicians noted many visits to this area by case managers to see clients.
Case managers and other office staff routinely used the reception office to

access records and other resources housed in this area. Sharing the space with other
staff members was never spoken of in negative terms. However, observations
revealed an ability to move around each other without making physical contact. Some
of the more active pathway maps showed numerous crossing routes of staff as they
move in and out and through this area.
Performance

The research uuestion: Has the public behavior at the reception counter changed to
more orderly queuing behavior?
Two basic kinds of queuing behaviors were the initial contact with the

reception staff, checking in, and the wait to meet with a case manager after first

checking in with a clerical technician (Table 8). The initial contact was further
associated with three situations: a) the transaction counters were in use by others, b)
the transaction counter was available, and c) the counter was available but a clerical
technician was not available. This last category was further divided according to
whether staff was not present or staff was present but engaged in a telephone or person
to person conversation.
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Table 8.

Categories identified for queuing behaviors.

First contact at reception window
others
using
windows

no others
using
windows

staff unavailable
staff not
present

staff present but
engaged with
phone or other
conversation

Waiting for meeting
or appointment after
checking in with
reception

Data collected from behavior maps were plotted onto a floor plan of the

waiting room (Fig. 16). Every recorded instance of an adult located within the study
area was included on this plan. The observations for both point-in-time and path were
noted on the plan. Due to the singular quality of a path map, on which the movements
of only one of several people using the space were tracked, some individuals were not
recorded and thus were not included.
The period of observation for this study was notable for the reduced volume of
traffic in the lobby compared to the traffic observed in the programming study;
therefore, during many observation periods nearly all individuals who entered the area

were recorded. While the presence and movements of children were recorded, these
observations were not included in this analysis; parents or other adults observed with

the children were included. A total of 188 individuals were located on the plan; 85
people were categorized as waiting for an initial contact with a receptionist and 103
were classified as waiting to speak with a case manager or other staff member

following initial contact with a receptionist. Many first contacts did not result in a
need to wait for further contact.
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Figure 16.

Compilation of data from behavior maps. Circles represent locations of
all individuals waiting for contact with LBHA staff. (AFF indicates
above finished floor.)

The lobby was divided into three zones based on the physical configuration of

the room and the recorded locations used for queuing and waiting (Fig. 17). The area
in immediate proximity to the transaction counters was zone one; this space extended
from the reception counter out into the room for approximately three feet and fell

between the two angled walls that formed the side boundaries for this zone. Zone two
was the open floor area from the foyer across to the opposite wall of the waiting room.
This zone included the foyer, both bulletin boards, and the high side of the lobby
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Figure 17.

Division of the lobby into three waiting zones. (AFF indicates above
fmished floor.)

counter, as well as the section of the low side of the lobby counter that protruded into

the room. The third zone extended from the small angled wall that separated the foyer
from the lobby across to the lobby counter, including the low side of this counter that

was immediately adjacent to the wall and the lobby chairs. A round table and seating
along the wall were included in this zone.

Initial contact with reception
The 85 individuals identified as waiting for a first contact were further

classified according to their physical location within the waiting room zones. Ten of

these people were observed and mapped wandering within the lobby while waiting for
initial contact; this data was delineated on the pathway maps and used to outline a
wander zone that covers roughly 48 square feet (Fig. 18). Approximately 70% of the
wander zone was in zone two and 30% was in zone one.

Those waiting for an initial contact were more likely to stay in the two zones
closest to the reception counter (zones one and two), whether wandering or standing
and waiting (Fig. 19). Forty one people (48%) used zone one for queuing for first
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Figure 18.

Areas of the lobby used for walking about while waiting for contact with
LBHA staff. (AFF indicates above finished floor.)
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Figure 19.

Locations of those waiting for initial contact with LBFIA staff. (AFF
indicates above finished floor.)

contact; zone two had 32 people (3 8%) queuing to see a receptionist; and twelve

people (14%) were observed waiting while seated in zone three. The higher numbers
in zone one may relate to the fact that this was the location where contact with a

clerical technician occurred. Both windows were heavily used for queuing and the
area immediately behind and centered between the windows was also frequently used

for waiting. More people waited in the space closest to the building entry than near
the office door at the farthest point into the lobby.

In zone two the most common place to queue was near the end of the low side

of the customer counter and in the very center of the room. This position was roughly
central to the transaction windows and permitted good visibility by both public

visitors and staff. For some, the lowered customer counter served as a place to lean

while waiting or as a resting spot for a handbag or bundle of papers. The high side of
the customer counter allowed a space for writing notes while queuing and still
maintaining a sense of proximity to the reception window.

In zone two people showed the most reticent behaviors. Some were observed
stopping just inside the lobby then gradually moving further in. Occasionally
someone questioned others who were waiting about the order of the line; some were

told to move on up to the receptionist by those who had already been seen and were
waiting to meet with a case manager.

For initial contact, the seating areas along the wall and at the table in zone

three were the least used; 12 people sat here to wait. In most cases this zone was only
used by those who were alone in the lobby when the receptionist was unavailable.

Others at the transaction counters.
In staff interviews, a common theme was the recognition of people waiting
their turn to speak with a receptionist or other staff member. Comments focused on
the professional look of the new glass windows and the resulting self-control of the

public waiting to be seen at the counter. The glass was thought to add security and a
sense of authority for the staff while giving a 'wait your turn' impression to the public.
All levels of staff interviewed identified these changes in behavior.

Observations of queuing behaviors were made from both the office side and

the lobby side of the transaction counters. The reception area was originally designed
to accommodate two clerical technicians serving as receptionists at the same time.

After the remodeling was completed budget cuts resulted in the layoff of one clerical
technician. In general, the higher counter was used for all initial contacts with the one
clerical technician and the lower counter had become the site of meetings with case

managers or other staff Visitors waiting to talk to reception first reported to the
higher counter. Exceptions to this pattern were observed and included the following
situations:

when both windows were engaged with transactions the next person in the
queue often positioned themselves between the two windows and a few feet
back from the counters
if a transaction was taking place at the higher counter, the lower counter was
used as the queuing position
if a transaction was taking place at the lower counter, the higher counter was
used for queuing
queuing rarely took the form of a line; when several people were waiting
most found positions that kept them near the counters, within site of the
receptionist or case manager, and allowed for personal space on all sides.
Three interruptions of transactions at the windows were observed; one
interruption came from a public visitor asking to borrow a stapler and another
interruption was initiated by a

staff

member in order to exchange incoming and

outgoing mail with the letter carrier. A third observation was made of a woman
(waiting near the customer counter while both windows were being used) who tried to
interrupt to hand in a form. A clerical technician asked her to wait until it was her
turn.

Observations recorded instances of visitors being unsure of the order of the
queue, or possibly unsure of the behaviors expected of a visitor to this office; these

behaviors were identified as frequent stops to observe the lobby and the positioning of
others in this waiting room, and puzzled looks. Many of these people came in to pick
up application fonns or to inquire about services and, in general, presented the
appearance of being unsure about how to act here.

No others at the transaction counters
Information about this category came from interview responses provided by
the clerical technicians and ethnographic observations. Typically, case managers and
managers were only present in the reception area when meeting with clients;
therefore, clerical technicians were more likely to observe and comment on situations

in which only single individuals had come in to the office for a transaction. They
noted that people were more polite about coming up to the window. One clerical
technician observed that people generally went to the lower window first if they saw

someone there, even if a receptionist was available at the higher window. This
behavior was also observed by the researcher. Additionally, if the lower window was
left open, that was also construed to be an invitation to approach that counter, even

when the receptionist was available at the higher counter. The researcher observed
many instances when a visitor entered the lobby and a receptionist opened the window
as an invitation and a signal for the person to come immediately to that window.

The absence of people waiting in the lobby, either at a transaction counter or
sitting in a chair, invoked a response of insecurity or timidity in some visitors who
halted first near one window then near the next window until direct communication

with the receptionist was made. Experienced visitors to the lobby walked purposely to
the reception window where a staff member was located; usually this was a clerical
technician at the higher counter but case managers seated or standing at the lower
counter were also approached.

Reception staff unavailable.
One receptionist commented that the sliding glass seemed to send a message to
the public to not talk to them if they were on the phone or talking to a case manager in
the reception office while the windows were closed. For some clerical technicians the
fact of being on the phone had not really made them unavailable to people coming to

talk to reception. One clerical technician noted the confusion of being on the phone
when someone came to the transaction window and began a conversation so that the
clerical technician was involved in two simultaneous conversations. Still another
clerical technician found no difficulty in conducting telephone conversations while

answering questions from a person at the counter at the same time. She even
commented that she would sometimes handle multiple calls while someone was

waiting at the window. In these last two instances the presence of a telephone call did
not make the clerical technician unavailable.

All staff performing receptionist duties were observed in various degrees of
availability or unavailability while sitting at the reception desk. Generally, if the
windows were closed and the staff member was on the phone or in conversation with
another staff member, they were functionally unavailable and did not encourage
contact or communication with the waiting public.

Occasionally no staff was present in the reception office. These situations
tended to relate to processing mail or performing tasks in the work room. Sometimes
the absence was the result of taking a message or paperwork to another staff member
for immediate consideration.

Visitors were observed waiting at either one of the reception counters for a
receptionist to become available. Some leaned on the counter and some stood at the
counter; one man was observed spreading out papers on the transaction counter and

writing on them while standing and waiting for a clerical technician. Other
observations noted people leaning on the customer counter or standing back from, but
in line with, the transaction windows; in both of these instances the visitors positioned
themselves to be seen by staff while also establishing a slight distance from the
transaction counters.

In one observation a man who entered the lobby while the clerical technician

was away from the reception office stood close to the entry to the lobby. When asked
if the office was open this researcher suggested he move within sight of the windows
to be more quickly seen and attended to; he moved into the center of the room near the

windows but not up to the windows until the clerical technician had returned. During
another observation a man entered the area and waited for a receptionist to come to

the reception office. He impatiently rattled the windows to draw attention to his
presence and commented to the researcher that they needed a bell to get their
attention.
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Waiting for further staff interaction
After first checking in with a receptionist, those individuals with scheduled and
unscheduled appointments were asked to wait; 103 people identified in this category.
The large majority of these people (75, 73%) used the customer seating for waiting

(Fig. 20). The other 27% (28 people) were nearly equally divided between zones one
and two. In zone one, 9 of 15 people stood by the lower transaction counter to wait
for further interactions. Two people went to the rack of forms by the conference room
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Figure 20.

Location of those waiting for additional contact with LBHA staff. (AFF
indicates above finished floor.)
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door; two remained at the high transaction counter; and two stood in the center of the
room about 2-3 feet back from the lower counter.

In zone two, the 13 people waiting here tended to cluster in the center of the
room. This zone showed the greatest amount of space between places where people
wait, ranging from the bulletin board in the foyer to the high side of the lobby counter.

The largest percentage of people (73%) were mapped in zone three. This area
provided places to sit, talk, write messages to case managers, fill out forms, and read.
The chair nearest the lobby counter was heavily used as were the two chairs at the

table. These two seats offered a 900 arrangement and more couples or groups of
visitors were seen using these chairs.

Eleven people were observed walking about an area of approximately 54
square feet while waiting for meetings; approximately 80% of this wander zone was in

zone two with 15% in zone three and only 5% in zone one (Fig. 18). The area of the
wander zone extended further into the foyer than a similar wander zone identified for
initial contacts and also extended into the lobby only as far as the lower side of the

lobby counter. In contrast, the wander zone for initial contact extended further into
the room and into zone one by several feet.

A variety of behaviors were observed in those waiting for further contact with

a case manager or other staff. Many people sat in the chairs along the wall or near the
table; some wandered about the lobby checking bulletin boards, forms in the racks,
and the local transit maps and schedules. While seated, groups and couples who came

in together engaged in brief conversational exchanges or sat quietly. A few
conversations started up between unrelated individuals while waiting. In general
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sitting in silence and reading available literature or looking about the room were the
most common behaviors.

Family groups with children were characterized by a greater degree of verbal
and physical interactions, including setting up activities for children, instructing them
in acceptable behaviors, and talking together. Younger children used their waiting
time to explore the physical facilities of the lobby; younger children often climbed on

chairs to reach the table and both levels of the lobby counter, some crawled under the
chairs and table, and many children could not resist the lure of a bathroom.

Parental involvement ranged from ignoring children's activities and behaviors

to active interaction. One woman stood at the transaction counter speaking with a
staff member and appeared to ignore her children who used all horizontal spaces for

pushing a toy car, experimented with the remote exterior door button, and dragged
chairs to new places to improve access to their mother. In contrast to this was the
father who challenged his son to find family names in the phone book and also helped

and praised him in his efforts. A favorite activity of many children was to use pens
and the message sheets to draw pictures.

Many meetings with case managers were held at the lower counter. Some
visitors chose to move from the higher counter after speaking with a receptionist, to
the lower counter in anticipation of a meeting with the case manager. In some cases
these people were asked to sit to wait or they wandered to other parts of the lobby;
some chose to sit in a chair if no meeting was imminent. If a clerical technician or a
case manager was drawn away from the window during the transaction, many visitors
stayed at the window unless they were asked to wait elsewhere by the staff member
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before going to the work room or back offices. In some instances the visitor chose to
leave the window to sit when a staff member left the office area to make copies or to
retrieve paper work from another part of the building.

Evaluation
One of the primary goals of the remodel design was to encourage public
visitors to wait their turn to improve privacy and to eliminate the confusion and

inefficiency associated with the old reception counter and office arrangement. Wayfinding is a means of reading environmental cues and using this information to create
cognitive maps that help people figure out how to get where they want or need to go.
Devlin (2001) summarized cues for way-finding success.
In providing way-finding information, we must present the cues in a form
understandable at the lowest ability level. While familiarity and high spatial
ability enhance our way-fmding success, we need to design way-finding aids
for those without such characteristics (p. 158).
Cues used in the remodel design were latent rather than manifest cues such as

signs and room numbers. The most prominent latent cue for orderly queuing was the
division of the counter into two separate windows, each of a different height. The
halogen accent lights and the bold wall color were also intended as cues to guide

people to the reception counter. In addition the location and position of the seating
along the opposing wall and the position of the lobby counter were intended to define

and reinforce the area for queuing. These way-finding aids were not always so clearly
perceived.

Queuing appears to have improved with the remodel design; there were few

instances of crowding observed. There was an increase in amount of verbal

communication among visitors with more experienced clients instructing newcomers

in how and when to approach the window and where to stand in order to be seen by
the staff.

Some improvements in identifying the primary window to approach when first

entering the lobby would help to alleviate newcomer's anxiety. This could be
accomplished through manifest cues such as signage or by latent cues with the
positioning of a primary window relative to a secondary window.

Contact between public and staff
The program goal: provide improved public access to forms, a work surface for filling
in forms, and a drop box for completed forms to encourage fewer contacts with the
reception staff.

Criteria
The counter area provided a wide space where public visitors were observed
filling out papers as well as talking with staff. This behavior contributed to concerns
about overcrowding at the counter and sharing of personal information. Clerical
technicians identified a need for a place for people to fill out forms to help eliminate
some of the confusion at the counter. A stapler available in this area was also
suggested. It was estimated that most people wait about five to ten minutes in the
lobby and some fill out forms while waiting. It was thought that space for this activity
would be useful.

A rack with forms was available but was located so as to be hidden by visitors

standing at the counter. An indoor drop box was suggested as a way to thin out the

crowd on busy days. It was also suggested that a small private interview room be
provided for case managers to meet with clients.
Security was a common theme when discussing contact between the public and

the staff and was listed as a priority in interviews with the clerical technicians. Some
staff members had threatening experiences while others had not. Office policy
outlined a procedure for handling threatening behavior that included calming them
down, presenting them with factual and non-emotional information, asking them to

leave, providing a place for a private conversation with a manager, escorting them
from the building, and as a last resort, calling the local police. At the time of the
interviews there had been encounters with angry people but no serious threats in the
office. However, serious threats had been received over the telephone.
The staff were asked to rate the building security on a five point scale from

poor security to excellent security. The responses from the clerical technicians ranged
from one, poor security, to five, excellent security, with a mean of 3.25. Most of the
other staff surveyed marked this question as number four, one number away from
excellent security, although the mean was 3.0, a middle range number.
Several questions from the survey related to the interactions between the public

and the staff. Table 9 shows the frequency of client conversations by location of the
conversation and gives the results of those questions related to contact between public
and staff according to job description.
Three questions commonly asked by public visitors were used as the basis for

this survey question: What is the general nature of questions asked? The choices were
1) assistance to fill out forms, 2) program eligibility requirements, 3) changes in
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Table 9. Survey results related to contact between public and staff.

Staff category

Survey Question

When consulting with clients,
about how many questions to they
ask?

Clerical technicians

n =4

Other staff,
primarily case
managers

n=l0

mean

mode

mean

mode

1.75

2

2.6

2

1 = none, 2 = 1-3 questions, 3 = 4-6 questions, 4 = 7-10 questions, 5 = more than 10
On an average working day, how
often does someone from outside
the building come to see you on
business?

3.5

2,5

3.2

3

1 = never, 2 = 1-2 times, 3 = 3-4 times, 4 = 5-10 times, 5 = more than 10 times

family circumstances, and 4) other (please explain). Selection number three was the
most commonly chosen answer with ten instances. The next most common answer
was number two (four instances). Two people selected number four and the responses
listed were procedure explanation and troubleshooting and lease transfer and income

limits. The first answer was selected only once. Some surveys included more than
one answer for this question.
Performance

The research questions: Has the time required for clientlstaff interactions been

reduced in the remodeled space? Do visitors show more independent use of
resources?
The remodel design included some facilities readily accessible by the public
with the expressed intent of increasing independence while in the housing authority
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office. The assumption was that access to forms and message sheets and adequate
places to write on these forms would decrease the amount of time spent in interaction

with the staff. The increased privacy afforded by sliding windows led to a decrease in
the number of appointments held in more private locations and thus reduced the length
of time spent by case managers with clients, minimizing disruptions caused by client

meetings in shared case manager offices. Table 10 outlines the facilities provided and
the office procedures related to public independence.
Nearly all facilities available to the visiting public were identified as having

been used in the exit interviews. For many people use of the space was described in
very general terms and no particular aspect was considered separately. For these
people the public area of the building was referred to by the following general terms:

Table 10. Facilities and procedures related to public independence and staff
interaction.
Facilities

Access to forms
wall
rack

on
writing
surfaces

Procedures

Writing surfaces
table

lobby
counter

Indoor
drop
box

Scheduled
appointments

atthe
window

in
private

Unscheduled
appointments

atthe

in

window

private

front room, front area, lobby, waiting room, 'here', and by sweeping arm gestures to
encompass the waiting and reception areas. When specific areas were identified they
included the reception counter (also called the counter, the window, and the front
desk), rest room, lobby counter (also called the counter and indicated with a gesture),

automatic door, remote entry office door (being 'buzzed in'), the racks for forms and
flyers, the lobby table, conference room (which is not physically part of the study
area), bulletin boards (also called billboards), and the chairs in the waiting room.
A variety of forms were available in the lobby prior to remodeling but in the
remodeled space these were positioned to be easily seen when entering the building.

Observations indicate that the forms rack was well used. In addition to the availability
of message sheets in the forms rack, the table and the lobby counter also held clear

acrylic display stands with these sheets. Many visitors were observed writing
messages for case managers before making initial contact with a receptionist.
The positioning of the table near the window and the well lighted lobby
counter with both sitting and standing height surfaces were well used for completing

paper work. In an interview one case manager described the lobby counter as 'a great
idea because it keeps people from using the main counter for writing notes or other

forms.' A receptionist thought that after the remodel more people filled out
paperwork in the waiting room; before the remodeling more took the papers home to
fill them out and then mailed them or dropped them off at the office.

Although the lobby counter was observed as a well used place for this kind of
behavior, some visitors still preferred the transaction counter for completing forms

and writing notes. One man was observed using the lower transaction counter to
spread out his papers while waiting for initial contact with a receptionist at the higher

counter. In other instances people who were asked to wait for a case manager spread
out their papers on the lower counter while waiting there. In most instances visitors
were directed to perform these tasks at the other lobby surfaces; however, not all were
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asked to do this. One field observation revealed a case manager entering the lobby to
meet with a client at the higher transaction counter; she commented that the office
area was too busy [with other staff] to comfortably speak with the client through the
window.

Those who chose to use the table were often couples or groups, such as
families with children. The table appeared to provide more direct communication by
allowing people to sit across from each other. Ornstein (1992) found that seating
placed at right angles connoted greater cooperation.
Space at the lobby counter was designed for single users on the high side,

room for two side by side users on the low side, and wheelchair accessibility at the
curved end. A couple was observed filling out papers in the following manner: the
woman sat at the lower lobby counter to write while the man sat behind her in the row
of lobby chairs and leaned over her shoulder to talk about the forms. The table was
available during this time.

An outdoor drop box was located in the parking lot driveway. Another drop
box was planned for the lobby as part of the remodeled transaction counter. By
placing this

drop

box in close proximity to the window the intent was to give the

appearance of handing forms to a receptionist without the actual contact. It was felt
that locating the box within the wall between the lobby and the receptionists would

improve confidence that the forms were received. Due to design changes it was not
possible to install a
another location.

drop

box in this area. No interior drop box has been provided in
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During an interview one case manager noted the need for an interior box.
Observations of interactions between receptionists and people who came to drop off
paperwork indicate that a drop box would not be preferred by the clerical technicians.
Most people who provided papers and forms to the receptionists were asked to wait

and have the papers checked before they left the office. Incomplete paperwork
necessitated mailing incomplete forms back for more information.

The need for an inside drop box as specified in the program was formulated
during a period of time characterized by an especially large number of visitors to the
lobby; the observations made for the POE were done during a time period with fewer

visitors. The number of visitors was related to the availability of openings for the
Section 8 program and the status of local area economic and employment conditions.

Staff interviews indicated satisfaction with the new counters. Comments
described the front desk as "100% better and much nicer", the counters provided

easier access for clients, and they were more comfortable. Handicapped accessibility
improved and the new lower transaction counter was very convenient for wheel chair
users who could sign papers at the counter rather than going to the table to sign then

return to the counter to complete the transaction. One receptionist thought the higher
counter was more visible from the door, an especially good thing since this side was
always staffed with a receptionist.

Negative comments about the new counters indicate that there could be more

depth to provide better space for signing papers. The window track caused some
problem by creating an uneven writing surface. Despite these expressed concerns, this
was not identified as a big problem. Field observations indicate that the window track
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also caused minor problems when pens were left on the counter and rolled into the

track interfering with closure of the window. Although not specifically addressed by
staff, they were observed stretching to open and close the windows.

The preferred means of handling conversations between case managers and
clients is in scheduled appointments. On one day of observations there were sixteen
scheduled appointments; thirteen people showed up for meetings. Of those thirteen,
five meetings took place at the window and the other eight were held in private
locations the conference room or the case manager's office. There were also twelve

people who requested a meeting with a case manager when they entered the building.
All of these unscheduled meetings were held at the window.

When visitors to the building were asked to talk about their experiences in the
housing authority office the responses fit three major themes: activities within the
space, the interactions with the staff, and the look or feel of the space. Table 11
includes the range and variety of responses to this question. Nearly all responses

about the space and the interactions with staff were positive. Many comments about
the look or feel of the space made a comparison with the previous design of this area.
One person commented that the old office design was gloomy and looked like it was

for 'real trashy people'; the lobby now makes people look worthy of respect.

Evaluation
Environmental design and human behavior studies have noted the importance
of perceptual cues to reduce confusion in an area and to make easily apparent the
variety of services offered (Alexander, Ishikawa & Silverstein, 1977; Devlin, 2001).
Ornstein (1992) discussed the way various facets of the physical environment serve as
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symbolic knowledge to form impressions. These impressions are consistent with prior
experiences about similar environments and form cognitive schema.

Table 11. Experiences of visitors in the public areas.
Activities within the
signing papers
dropping off papers
picking up papers
leaving a message
for a case manager
appointment
interview
filling a rack with
local maps
delivery of goods
removal of papers
for shredding

Interactions with

.

friendly,
cordial, nice
informative,
helpful
efficient, quick
never any
problems, no
bad
experiences
faster than they
used to be

Look or feel of the space
nice, fme, very good, pleasant,
pretty groovy, nice atmosphere
more professional, like a
doctor's office
clean, smells cleaner
not big and not small, too small
if a lot of people are present,
more spacious now, nice if not
crowded
better than it used to be,
improved looks, more inviting,
more personable
used to be bigger, run down
before
better for writing, forms and
pens are handy to write notes
windows stop noise, are
professional, are intimidating
lighting is good, track lighting
is cute

The visible bulletin board in the entry to the lobby and the rack of forms at the
lobby entrance have helped visitors inform themselves about housing services and

chose forms without contacting the receptionist. Entry to the lobby also allows a view
to the table and lobby counters with opportunities to write messages to case managers.
Some improvement in reducing the amount of public/staff contact was
achieved by providing better access to forms and places to fill out the forms or to

write messages for case managers. An indoor drop box might provide some improved
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efficiency for those who are submitting message sheets. However, for those with
applications and other paperwork that cannot be processed until it is checked for
completeness and for signatures, an indoor drop box could prolong the process if the
forms are not checked while the applicant waits. A possible solution is a drop box

identified with signage to be used oniy for message sheets. All other paperwork could
be directed to reception.

Attention focused tasks
The nrogram goal: Provide physical work space for the reception staff to perform
attention focused tasks.

Criteria
The job description of clerical technicians working as receptionists included a

variety of duties related to greeting and assisting the public. The position also
required the ability to engage in and accurately complete attention focused tasks such

as processing and maintaining application data. The applications were checked for
eligibility and completeness then entered into the Section 8 program data base; data

entry was later checked for accuracy. Figure 21 diagrams the steps required for this
activity.

At the time of the program study two staff served as receptionists; the intent
was to split the duties so that one focused primarily on public contact and the other
would handle the data entry except during situations that required two people to take

care of the public at the counter. Due to changes in the operating budget after the
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Figure 21.

Comparison of intensity and spatial
requirements for processing applications.
Number one represents the applicant. All
other numbers represent data entry, quality
assurance checks, and filing of paper
application.
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program study was complete, one of these positions was eliminated and only a single
clerical technician served as a receptionist in this area during the POE research.

One of the major concerns affecting the performance of attention focused
tasks was the high noise level in this office. Noise was generated by the public at the
counter and while waiting in the lobby seating. Children were noted as being
exceptionally noisy and a TV-VCR was often turned on to occupy restless children;
this added to the noise in this area.

Noises also came from the staff who entered this area to use shared resources,

to talk to clerical technicians, or to talk to a client at the counter. As noted earlier,
observations and behavior maps indicated that there were often other staff members in
this office. In one interview a clerical technician reported as many as five employees
in the reception office at one time.

Several survey questions related to the performance of attention focused tasks

in the reception office. When asked to rate the arrangement of the offices and other
work spaces in terms of making it easier to get their jobs done, both the clerical
technicians and other staff rated the work stations as fair, mean 2.77, mode 3. The
ratings were based on a scale of 1 to 4 with one as excellent, two as pretty good, three
as fair, and four as poor.

Table 12 presents the results of a series of questions on noise and distractions

in the work place. Although both groups of employees are fairly satisfied with their
work stations, noise and distraction from office equipment in their own area and from
the lobby and corridors are slightly more bothersome to clerical technicians.

Table 12. Ratings of distractions while working in LBHA building.
Staff category

Clerical technicians

Other staff, primarily

n=4

casemanagers,n=1O

mean

mode

mean

mode

3

3

2.5

3

How bothersome are ringing telephones in
other areas?

3.25

3

3.5

3,4

How bothersome is noise from other
equipment in my own area?

2.75

2

3.5

3,4

How bothersome is noise from other
equipment in other areas?

2.75

2

2.6

2

How bothersome are conversations of others in
my area?

3

3

2.9

3

How bothersome are conversations of others
from other areas?

3

3

3.1

3

2.33

2

3.22

3

3

4

3.2

3

3.25

3

2.8

3

3

3

2.4

3

Survey Question

How bothersome are ringing telephones in my
own area?

How bothersome is noise from public
lobby/corridors?
How bothersome are people walking around?
How bothersome is location of shared
references and resources?
How bothersome is location of shared office
equipment?

1 = very bothersome, 2 = fairly bothersome, 3 = not very bothersome, 4 = not at all
bothersome

Overall, how satisfied are you with your work
station?
1

= not at all satisfied, 2

3

3

3.1

3

not very satisfied, 3 = fairly satisfied, 4 = very satisfied

When asked how many times on an average working day do you meet with
fellow workers at your desk or work station to discuss or perform work, the mode for

the clerical technicians was five, more than ten times per day, and the mean was 3.75.
Other staff were less likely to meet with fellow workers; the mean for other staff was

3.2 and the mode was equally split between two, three, and four. In addition to the
rating of five a rating of one was never, two was 1-2 times, three was 3-4 times, and
four was 5-10 times.

Telephone usage was also surveyed. This is shown in Table 13. On average
clerical technicians had slightly fewer telephone conversations than did the other staff
members but they spent slightly more time talking on the phone.

The LBHA office was closed to the public on Fridays which allowed

uninterrupted time to handle those duties that required focused attention. In addition
to this the agency used a system called flex time in which the number of hours worked

and the start and stop times varied. Full time employment was based on 37.5 hours
per week. With flex time an employee would work alternating long (40 hours) and
short (35 hours) weeks. On the short week they left work at 5 pm and took Fridays

off On long weeks they worked all five days until 4 pm. Start time was 7:30 am
except for Mondays on a long week when start time was 8:30 am. Table 14 shows a
typical flex schedule.
Performance

The research question: Does the remodeled space allow reception staff more
uninterrupted time to perform attention focused tasks?

Table 13. Telephone usage and other survey questions related to ability to perform
attention focused tasks.
Clerical technician

Staff category

n=4

Survey Question

Other staff, primarily

casemanagers,n=10

mean

mode

mean

mode

2.5

2

3.2

2,3,4

On the average working day, about how much
time is spent talking on the telephone?

1 = 76-100%, 2 = 51-75%, 3 = 26-50%
4 = 11-25%, 5 = 1-10%, 6 = none, work does not require phone conversations
On the average working day, about how many
phone conversations do you have?

4

5

4.3

4

I do as much work as I reasonably can.

3.75

4

4.0

4

I have access to the equipment and material I
need to get the job done well.

3.75

4

3.8

4

3

3

3.4

3

1 = none, 2 = 1-2, 3 = 3-4, 4 = 5-10, 5 = more than 10

My work surface, storage space, chair and other
furniture are what I need to get the job done
well.

I = not at all true, 2 = not very true, 3 = somewhat true, 4 = very true

Table 14. Typical flex schedule.
Scheduled hours
40 hour week

Scheduled hours
35 hour week

Monday

7

8

Tuesday

8

9

Wednesday

8

9

Thursday

8

9

Friday

9

0

Workday
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Tasks requiring close attention to detail were divided into four basic
categories: computer oriented tasks such as entering data and accessing online data
bases; tasks that required the telephone; person to person conversations with
applicants, clients, and others; and miscellaneous tasks such as letter writing and
reading.
Computer based tasks

The programming study identified a need for one of the two receptionist
positions to be more ffihly engaged in attention focused tasks, especially data entry and

quality assurance of data entry. In an interview one clerical technician said that data
entry is still interrupted and it sometimes takes three times to get an application
entered correctly. There were also comments on the noises from both sides, althougb
the windows do reduce some of the noise from the lobby.

In the remodel design the two reception desks were placed to permit at least
one receptionist to face away from the transaction counter in order to engage in

attention focused tasks with few or no interruptions from public/staff interactions at

the transaction window. The higher counter was thought to be more visible from the
door and also allowed the staff a better view of the front entry and lobby.

It was suggested that the desk area by the lower transaction counter would be
less used for greeting the public and therefore was better suited to be used by the

clerical technician engaged in attention focused tasks. The placement of this desk at
the lower counter was also assumed to be more ignored by public visitors because the

seated staff member would be less visible than the receptionist sitting at the other

desk. Observations indicated that visitors, especially new or uncertain visitors,
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stopped at the lower counter first when staff were seated at both desks, and sometimes
even when staff was at the higher counter and no one was at the lower counter.

With the reduction in work force and the loss of a second clerical technician
serving as a receptionist, the lower counter became the locus for client/case manager
conversations while the other desk was occupied by a clerical technician with

receptionist responsibilities. This resulted in fewer moments of uninterrupted time in
which to engage fully in attention focused tasks. One clerical technician who
occasionally substituted in this area said the receptionist desk was not functional for
her to bring her regular work to the counter but that there were other kinds of work,
especially handling mailings, that she could do here.

One method of working within these space limitations was to schedule much
of the attention focused work for Friday. The office was closed to the public on
Fridays and thus provided a regular time period for uninterrupted work for all staff
members. Some types of attention focused tasks, such as logging on to web resources,
were reserved for especially slow days or Fridays; the housing authority was billed for
the time spent accessing web-based court records for criminal records checks.

Another means of gaining more time for attention focused tasks was related to
scheduling of the work days. The flex schedule (Table 14) provided more
opportunities to accommodate the work needs.

Telephone conversations
Telephone use was a common activity for workers in this area. Some phone
calls were short and intended to provide answers to simple questions. Other phone
calls were longer and involved providing information about LBHA programs and
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about other assistance programs in the local area. Some calls required accessing
information on the computer while also talking on the phone, and still other calls
required a fair amount of writing notes, such as for taking descriptions of rental

properties to be posted on the outside bulletin board or taking allegations. Allegations
are an accusation by a third party of client wrong-doing; these maybe a number of
different things such as use of drugs or unauthorized individuals living with the client.
Often the clerical technician closed the window while using the telephone.

This was done to limit noise from the lobby and to prevent the flow of potentially

private information out to others in the lobby. Observations noted that closing the
window while taking a telephone served to cue those waiting at the counter to move
away. This observation was confirmed by a clerical technician who thought that
closing the window helped to get the work done.

Person to person conversations
Conversations at the window, like phone calls, were sometimes very quick

and other times more involved. Applications and other papers were checked for
completeness and signatures; program requirements and other assistance programs

were explained, and qualification for specific program status was determined by
answers to a series of questions. One of the major conversational themes was to listen
to the hard luck stories about lost jobs and illness and the fears of being homeless.

Allegations and rental property descriptions were taken down in hand written notes
and clients and applicants spoke with the staff while their records were checked in the
computer data base. Clerical technicians also spent time conferring with case
managers and other staff in both job related concerns and social exchanges.
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These person to person conversations required the ability to stay focused on

the conversation. Unlike working with data, the reception counter and office design
provided for successful conversation. The staff noted that the windows helped to
focus the conversation by directing the way sounds travel. They also encouraged
single interactions at one time rather than the earlier case where several people stood
at the counter at the same time.

Writing, reading, and other tasks
In addition to using the computer, telephone, and holding conversations in this
area, some letter writing and reading mail and other materials were also tasks that

required attention. Reference binders were stored in this area and were consulted
from time to time for information or for filing. The binders contained three kinds of
information. All applications were filed in alphabetical and date received order.
When program participants voluntarily left the program, the application materials
were moved to a set of binders labeled vacated. If clients were terminated by the
housing authority, the application was placed in a series of binders for those who were
terminated.

Evaluation
The combination of greeting the public and performing attention focused tasks

in alternating and irregular time slots may never be satisfactorily addressed in a

building program. However, in general terms, the remodeled office space allowed
some modest improvement in creating an environment that supported attention

focused tasks when the opportunity became available. The separation of the counter
into two stations with sliding glass windows provided encouragement for more
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orderly and private conversations with the public and thus a general lower level of
noise and confusion at the counter.

The remodeled office has improved application processing by providing room

at the work station to house applications to be processed. During this activity
unprocessed applications were kept in drawers integrated into the reception desks thus
eliminating the need to move between storage on the back wall (as in the layout prior

to remodeling) and the desk while also easily maintaining confidentiality of

application information (Fig. 21). O'Neill (1994) discussed the importance of
providing storage for ongoing work near the primary work surface. This was related
to reduced work efficiency "due to interruptions to the task to retrieve needed
materials" (p. 506).
The loss of the second reception position did not permit thorough examination
of the assumption that the work station at the lower counter was better suited to
attention focused tasks while the other work station was dedicated to greeting the

public and handling general kinds of exchanges. In fact, the lower counter was
heavily used for exchanges with the public and the other work station became the de
facto desk for attention focused tasks, albeit regularly interrupted by greeting visitors.
In future designs there is a strong need for semi-private spaces for client-case

manager meetings. In addition, a work station could be designed to be visually and
acoustically sheltered, yet be made easily available for assisting the public. Ideally
this would be a secondary work station adjacent to the primary public transaction
counter.
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Space Intensive Tasks
The program goal: Provide physical work space for reception staff to complete space
intensive tasks.
Criteria

Tasks performed by clerical technicians in the reception office sometimes
took up all the available space and might have been more efficiently completed with

more contiguous horizontal space. Opening and sorting incoming mail, collating
information packets, accessing three ring binders for filing applications, opening client
files for case manager and client meetings at the reception counter, and training new
clerical technician hires were the primary space intensive tasks observed and
described by the employees.

On the survey clerical technicians rated the way the offices and work spaces

were arranged in terms of making it easier to get their jobs done well. The mean score
was 2.75, mode 3, in which the ratings ranged from a score of 1 as excellent and a

score of 4 as poor. The ratings of other workers in the building indicated a slightly
better opinion of their work space with a mean of 2.5 and the mode

of 3.

Ratings of

work station characteristics related to availability of space were fairly low. Table 15
shows the question and the responses for both clerical technicians and other staff. This
work area was used by clerical technicians serving as receptionists and by case

managers. The shared resources housed in this office also brought other staff
members to the reception office to use these resources. Behavior maps of movements
in this area tracked the pathways of all staff members for three minutes. Figure 22
shows an example of an especially busy traffic pattern within this area. Despite the
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Table 15. Work station ratings for spatial characteristics.
Staff category

Clerical technicians
n=4

Other staff, primarily
case managers

n= 10

mean

mode

mean

mode

Amount of space available to you.

1.5

1,2

2.8

2,3,4

Amount of space for storing things.

1.25

2.4

2

Amount of surface area for work.

1.75

2.8

3

Survey Question

2

1 = poor, 2 = fair, 3 = good, 4 = excellent

many times paths crossed as different staff members came and went within this space,

there were never any collisions or even gentle bumps witnessed. The movements of
the staff appeared to have been choreographed in order to share the small space

without making physical contact. The staff learned how to adapt their movements
within this space.

The desks in this area were L-shaped, small, and cluttered with computers,
multi-line telephones, a TTD phone system for hearing impaired clients, and stacking

racks of forms. Very little clear space was available. Processing the mail was
observed as a sort of balancing act in which the pile was constantly rearranged to
accommodate the next opened letter.

When an application of the Section 8 program was received the forms were

date stamped and then processed. During the processing the application traveled
many times between the clerical technicians hands and a set of three small cardboard
boxes on the back shelves of the office before the information was completely and

accurately entered in the data base and the paper forms were filed. One box was
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Figure 22.

Sample pathway map showing heavy usage of reception office by
clerical technicians and staff. Open circles are standing clerical
technician while closed circles are seated clerical technicians. X
represents case manager or other staff.

reserved for applications that were being entered into the data base and being fact
checked. A second box was for those applications that had been entered but required

quality control measures to ensure the data was correctly entered. The third box was
for those that had been entered and corrected and were awaiting filing in the
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application binders. Figure 21 shows the pathways of an application from being
handed to a clerical technician until it is placed in a binder. Interruptions in the
processing of applications often required that the clerical technician get out of her
chair and place the applications into the correct box then return to her desk.
Large collating jobs were often taken into the conference room where the

large table provided more space for organizing the work. There was no visible
connection between the conference room and the reception office so frequent checking
was necessary to be able to do both the collating and the telephone and personal
contacts.
Performance

The research question: Does the reception staff have more usable space to sort mail,
file applications, prepare mailings, and other space intensive tasks?

Activities requiring adequate space included receiving parcels and exchanging
outgoing mail for incoming mail across the transaction counter, sorting incoming mail

for distribution throughout the office, collating information packets for property
owners and certification packets for applicants, and ordering and filing application and

other information sheets in alphabetized three ring binders. Desk space was also used
by case managers during conversations with clients at the transaction counter. The
side-by-side configuration of the reception desks was intended to aid in training new
clerical technician employees by permitting a closer physical location easily accessed
without leaving their chairs.

The initial ethnographic interviews with selected staff revealed some general
comments about the work space created in the remodeled office. Two people
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commented on the improved flow of this area, especially if several people were

present at the same time. Other comments were "The work space is great and works
well as two spaces.", "lots of nice work area", and "plenty of work
space.. .wonderful. . .more functional than before".

Receiving and exchanging parcels and mail
Observations were recorded of packages and US mail deliveries at the

transaction windows. Package delivery consisted of the delivery driver entering the
lobby with the packages and placing them on one of the transaction counters. In one

instance two boxes were delivered to the lower counter. The clerical technician
retrieved the first box and placed iton the floor near the cabinet at the back of the
reception office. The second box was removed from the counter and taken out of this
office area; she returned for the box placed on the floor and also carried it out of the
reception office.

Several large boxes of envelopes were delivered through the lobby at one

time. These boxes were carried directly through the lobby and into the office area via
the remote entry office door. To open this door required a free hand once the latch
was released; the researcher on this occasion provided assistance by holding open this
door.

In another instance, a sales representative delivered a set of books, games, and

toys intended for sale to office employees. When these were delivered she also
received orders and payments for items left earlier and retrieved the earlier samples as
well. This was an exciting moment for other staff who came into the reception office
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to examine the new items. There were many comments about these items expressing
impressions based on initial perusals.

The mail was delivered daily. The staff prepared for this by running their
mailings through the in house postage meter in the morning and stacking all prepared
mailings in a wire mesh basket located on the reception office back cabinet.

Generally, the pattern involved the staff seeing the mail truck enter the parking area
and then placing the outgoing mail basket onto one of the transaction counters. The
mail carrier then entered with the incoming mail and exchanged this for the outgoing

mail and left the building. In general the staff showed an air of excitement and
anticipation in the mail delivery but little more than brief pleasantries were exchanged
between the staff and the letter carrier.

Mail sorting
The daily mail was estimated by observation to be about 25 to 30 pieces each
day. Mondays were slightly higher in number due to the office closure on Saturday.
One clerical technician remarked that processing the mail takes up a lot of space and
the longer counter works great for this.

Because of the regularity of posting and receiving mail, many observations

were made of this activity. During the period of observations many different clerical
technicians staffed this area to cover for those on vacation or during lunch and breaks.

Several different people were observed processing the mail. Even case managers were
seen opening and sorting mail during times when a clerical technician was drawn
away from the desk. Some used a letter opener or scissors to open each letter before
pulling them from the envelopes. Some opened then pulled from the envelope in one
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action. One person saved the envelopes until all the mail was processed and others
placed the envelopes immediately into a recycling receptacle.

Once the mail was out of the envelope each piece was read and date stamped

then placed into a stack according to who was to receive it. Some placed the stamped
and sorted mail face down, to limit visibility to visitors at the window, and others

placed the letters face up. Some spread the piles of sorted mail across the work area
and others kept to a tidy small number of piles. Sometimes it appeared that the extra
space was not used for sorting and other times it was used.

Collating information packets
Periodically packets of information were mailed out to different groups of
people, such as to property owners or those who qualified to begin the certification
process. This was one of the jobs that was easily accomplished at the reception desk
because there was continuous space to spread out the pages and it was an

undemanding task that could be easily interrupted. This was also a task that was often
done in the conference room prior to the remodel and thus pulling the clerical
technician away from the reception desk. Packets for property owners were often
brought from the inspector's division up to this area to be completed by the reception
desk staff.

Processing applications
In the remodeled space applications were received and date stamped then

placed into a drawer adjacent to and between the two reception desks. When time and
opportunity coincided, the applications were taken from the drawer for fact checking
and data entry. As the data entry process was completed the applications were then
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placed into another drawer also located in this area. Processing applications no longer
required multiple trips to the back of the office. After the applications were checked
for correct data entry they were placed into the three ring binders housed in the closed

cabinet at the back of the office. The remodel provided greater convenience to
perform this task with less need to move about the office. This reduced the amount of
traffic generated by clerical technicians within the office area.

Accessing three ring binders
These binders were housed in a closed storage cabinet at the back of the

reception office. The top surface of the cabinet served as a stand up counter to look
through these binders. When one of the desks is unoccupied this station was used by
one of the clerical technicians as a place to use these books.

During one day of observations an intern filed applications in these binders

according to alphabetical and date stamp order. The process of ordering the
applications required space and a device that allowed papers to overlap each other in

the desired order. The intern was witnessed as very carefully keeping names and
personal information on the applications out of visual range of those near the counter.
When client case manager meetings were held at the window she slid her chair and
materials over and away from the window and continued the work.

Case managers and client files
As noted earlier, the lower counter was the primary location for meetings

between case managers and clients, especially for unscheduled meetings. Case
managers were observed both sitting and standing while talking with clients. The
lowered desk provided a place that one case manager described as keeping the client
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files out of visual range of the client while others thought this was an easily seen

location. In this latter group, one case manager said she could point to information in
the client paperwork instead of saying it out loud and thus possibly breaching
confidentiality.

Training clerical technicians
During the observation period an intern performed clerical tasks, often in the

reception office. A few observations were made of training the intern in the proper
method of answering the phone and sorting and filing. Generally, the position of
clerical technician had a fairly consistent turnover rate and thus required a setting in

which to carry out training in these job responsibilities. However, due to the loss of
one clerical technician position this type of training, with the exception of the intern,
was not observed during the POE research.

In an interview with a program manager, the side-by-side dual work space
was described as having made training easier because they could share work between

them and both could see the work at the same time. An observation was made of the
senior clerical technician sliding her task chair closer to the intern and explaining the

procedure for filing applications into the set of three ring binders. After finishing with
this conference, the clerical technician rolled her chair back to her main work space to

continue her responsibilities. Later that same day, another clerical technician
instructed the intern in how to answer the phone correctly and to place callers on hold
until a permanent employee was available to take the call.
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Evaluation
This program goal was the most successfully met according to the

performance. More usable space for the kinds of work required was recognized and
used satisfactorily. One caution is that if a second reception position is added, there
may be some compromise over the use of the counter for meetings with case managers

and this may result in less usable space during those meetings. Additionally, less
space may be available to the clerical technicians for regular job duties and for
training that requires sitting side by side.

Culture in the Lobby and the Office
Many different kinds of people used the LBHA office building; these can be
divided into those who worked in the office and those who visited the office. Clients
of the LBHA made up a major segment of visitors; clients were those individuals and
groups (nuclear families, blended families, inter-generational families, and cohabiting

groups) who receiving rental assistance through the Section 8 program. Clients came
to the office to discuss changes in their personal circumstances that may affect their

participation on the program. These included changes in household structure,
employment, educational opportunities, illness, and moving to a new unit. Although
many of these changes could be handled through written correspondence, clients and
case managers often agreed to meet in the housing authority office for discussion of
how the changes affected the client's certification for the program.
The second most prominent group of visitors were those wanting assistance

with housing costs. Some came in with a strong sense of desperation and grave
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concerns that they may have to live in their car or under a bridge or continue to stay in

a less than desirable situation. Quite often these visitors were unaware that LBHA
administered no programs designed to provide immediate relief. The staff
consistently provided explanations of the LBHA programs, including the two to three
year waiting list, and offered information on how to contact other local aid agencies.
LBHA managed some rent controlled apartments and applications for these units were

provided; generally there was a waiting list for these units but this was often a shorter
wait than for Section 8 certification.

Within the Section 8 program there were classifications that influenced

position on the waiting list. Applicants with a terminally ill family member were
moved immediately to the top of the list. A limited number of positions near the top
of the list were reserved for teen parents, older applicants, and those with physical
handicaps. Some of the managed units were reserved for handicapped clients and

some were reserved for older people. Some funding sources for the development of
low income rental units required certain units be set aside for these two classifications.

It was very common to see clients, applicants, and those looking for assistance

come to the office with one or more individuals for support. Sometimes this was a
full family group and sometimes older parents came to support their adult children or

the adult children came to assist older parents. Friends sometimes came providing
transportation, interpreting or translating, and for emotional support. Employees of
other social service agencies provided support by bringing their clients to the housing
authority or by coming alone on behalf of the client.
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Service personnel such as package delivery, mail delivery, mobile paper
shredding, and maintenance workers provided regular services that generally required

limited time and conversation with the staff. Their presence in the lobby and office
was routine and usually predictable.
Another group of visitors was landlords and property owners who identified
themselves as a different class of visitor deserving of different treatment. Comments
and observations made by these property owners or managers indicated a different set

of values than those shared by clients and applicants and by staff. On one occasion a
property owner thought there should be a special window to serve only their needs. A
tacit assumption of cultural difference was made in his comment that his time was
more valuable than others, but was then mediated by his comment that everybody's

time was valuable. Another property owner was frustrated by the difficulty in
accessing client records due to privacy requirements.

Ethnographic semantics and cognitive theory were instrumental in identifying
these subcultural groups within the larger culture of users of the study environment.
This information may be applied to future office designs to provide separate assistance
for different classifications of visitors or to fmd ways to lessen the impact of blending

subcultures within one space. By locating the start of all public staff transactions in
the lobby, the culture of the LBHA staff was imposed on all visitors by dictating the
time and location of interactions regardless of the cultural constructs brought to the
office by individuals.

Within the reception office were three basic categories of staff: clerical

technicians, case managers, and the Section 8 program manager. Clerical technicians
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were the primary users; one served as the receptionist and three others assisted the

case managers and the inspection division. When the receptionist was out for
vacation, lunch, or breaks, one of the other clerical technicians filled this position.
Although all of the clerical technicians could perform the receptionist duties, each had

individual ways of performing the tasks. For example, how the mail was handled
when it was opened and sorted varied from one staff member to another.

During times that clerical technicians who normally provided specific
assistance to other staff performed receptionist duties, the kinds of non-public
interaction work performed was very closely related to the individual's typical daily

duties. For instance, the inspection division clerical technician generally brought
paperwork from her area to do during the quiet times at the reception counter.

The case managers primarily carried out work duties within their offices. The
exceptions to this were during meetings with clients at the reception counter and when
meeting the Section 8 manager or other case managers in other parts of the office.
The knowledge about the program was not exclusive to the case managers who
determined eligibility and administered the program, including determination of

calculations to determine the client's share of the rent. Clerical technicians were also
trained in some of these aspects but were not expected to perform these functions.
The case managers and the Section 8 manager shared knowledge with the clerical
technicians about how to use the multi-line phone, the postage meter, and other office
machinery as well as policies and program regulations and how to handle a variety of
people, information, and practical functions.
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Conclusions
All program goals were realized at least partially. The most notable successes
were as follows:

increased space for reception staff
improved queuing of visitors
improved sense of privacy
improved availability of forms, pens, and writing surfaces.

Some aspects of the remodel were less successful including:

space for attention focused job responsibilities, partly due to the conflicting
nature of reception job duties and the multiple demands for the use of
reception office and the resources located there
noise, especially from children in the lobby and phone calls in the back
offices.
The cognitive theory as used in this research provided a framework for
collecting and organizing data about how people talk about the remodeled lobby and

reception office. It supported the assumption that the observed behaviors and
activities were a reflection of the cultural knowledge, values, and beliefs shared by the

groups of people who worked at and visited this agency office. Culture mediated how
people used and responded to the built environment by imposing meanings on the

things in that environment. Ethnographic data collected from staff and public visitors
provided insight into cultural meanings of the remodeled areas. These include:
LBHA held its staff and its clients and visitors in higher esteem due to the
cleaned and brightened lobby and office
the remodel created a quality of professionalism associated with confidence
and trust
staff believed they were more secure with the glass windows although
many recognized that this was more illusory than real
privacy and confidentiality was valued in the agency
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Implications of this study
The design of work environments may be understood in terms of the culture

of the organization that uses the environment. Spatial needs should be considered for
job position, responsibilities, and social interactions relative to other employees, as
well as in terms of physical attributes of the space required for specific work

functions. The intersection of the public areas and the employee areas entails certain
needs that may not be present in either public or private parts of the building. A
thorough understanding of the activities and behaviors that characterize the public,
private, and intersecting areas of a public agency should provide a strong background
for meeting the social and spatial requirements for these areas.

Recommendations for design
Future development of this type of office space necessitates that the design be

responsive to certain needs identified in this study. First, there is a strong need for a
meeting place with auditory privacy for case managers to discuss sensitive issues with

clients. This place should be located near the reception area but should not be
integrated into the reception counter itself.

Second, the reception counter should have a single dominant window; a

nearby secondary window that meets ADA guidelines is needed. When two reception
windows are presented as equal in status there may be some confusion as to which

window is the appropriate first point of contact. It is very important that an accessible
counter be designed to reduce possible problems of identifying this as inferior to a

standing height counter. Other latent cues such as changes in floor covering or the
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positioning of secondary customer counters can provide useful information on how
and where to approach the transaction counter.

Third, all interior office walls shared with the lobby and reception office need

to be insulated for sound transmission or located farther from the public areas. This
may be useful in reducing the amount of noise from business machines, telephones,

conversations, and noise generated in public areas, such as from children. Fourth,
create a place for commonly used office machines such as the photocopy machine and

the postage meter to permit a visible connection to the reception counter. It is
desirable to provide some shielding of the noise associated with this machinery;
provide partial glass partition walls between the work machines and the reception desk
to allow high visibility out to the desk but low noise transmission.

Fifth, the kinds of work duties required of reception staff when no visitors are

being helped should be reconsidered for 'interruptibility'. There may be job functions
of clerical technicians serving in other areas that can be traded with the clerical

technician in the reception area. The kinds of work to be done should be carefully
matched with the different work environments available within the office so that these

tasks can be successfully completed. Alternatively, it may be possible to streamline or
alter some job processes to better fit the reception desk situation.

Recommendations for further study
There are several housing authority offices throughout the state of Oregon and

the United States. Each agency is required to follow the same federal guidelines but
can operate according to their own interpretation of these guidelines. A similar
examination of the functioning of other housing authority agencies, the policies they
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follow, the office culture, and the design of the lobby and reception areas would
provide a broader look at how this type of agency uses particular space planning
designs to accomplish the same goals of administration of the Section 8 rental
assistance program.

The use of POE to evaluate the relationship between a designed office space
and the users provides feedback that can be helpful in improving the functions of the

space. The ethnographic methods used in this study demonstrate how to gather data
that is culturally meaningful to the users of this space while also collecting data on

building performance. When collecting data in this interactive manner it is advisable
to include some time devoted to discussion of the data with the consultants in order to
keep the understanding of what is seen and heard within the cultural context of
consultants. A few minutes early in the day before work begins or the last few
minutes at the end of the day would seem to be potentially appropriate times to clarify
observations and plan the focus of more observations.
Video surveillance cameras are becoming more common in office building

lobbies. These provide a potentially rich source of data about people's movements
within a defined area. Because these are most likely to be video only, there is a need
to include some listening research to help associate verbal information with visually

identifiable behaviors. More active participation with visitors can be accomplished
through informal conversations and exit interviews. Analysis of video tapes can form
the basis for designing behavior mapping data collection instruments.
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